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Alleged lawsuit threat
spurs admission query
“ At least, I sure hope not.”
Ryan, however, said Busselen was told
that an “ implicit understanding” existed
A lawsuit threat may have coerced Cal between the university and Mandeville
Poly’s dean of professional studies into because she was not restricted from tak
allowing a student with substandard ing upper division psychology and human
grades to transfer into an overcrowded development classes and therefore had
department, said a faculty member.
reason to expect acceptance into the
Kathleen Ryan, head of the psychology department.
and human development department, said
Busselen said he did not contact univer
Wednesday that Harry Busselen was ap sity attorneys in the Mandeville case but
proving a change of major petition for a had consulted them on similar cases. They
student, later identified by a Mustang had confirmed that a case possibly could
Daily reporter as Kelly Mandeville, be made for an “ implicit understanding,”
because her father threatened to sue the he said.
university.
But the psychology and human
Busselen declined to comment on a development department is overcrowded,
possible lawsuit threat. He said his con* Ryan said. It has 458 students, almost
100 more than the authorized maximum of
360. And 80 students, many of whom have
higher grade-point averages than
never worry about threats o f
Mandeville, are on a waiting list, she add
lawsuits from students or
ed.
“ We’re having to turn away 3.5s, 3.6s,
parents. They rarely mean
3.7s,” Ryan said.
them . They're looking for an
Overcrowding led psychology and
swers to problems.*
human development faculty to set stan
dards above those required by the School
— Harry Busselen
of Professional Studies, she said.
To transfer into most departments in
versation with Mandeville’s father was that school, students need a 2.0
privileged.
cumulative GPA. But to transfer into
"I never worry about threats of lawsuits psychology and human development, they
from students or parents,” he said. “ They need at least a 3.0 and must also have
rarely mean them. They’re looking for an taken at least 12 units of psychology or
swers to problems.”
human development classes.
Mandeville’s father could not be reached
Last spring, faced with increasing
for comment, but his daughter was sur numbers of transfer requests, Ryan said,
prised at the allegation that her father the faculty added that a transfer must
may have threatened to sue.
also have completed his or her general
” 1 don’t think so,” she said Thursday.
See TR A N S F E R ,
By Tara Giambalvo

S u it Writer
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L«t th« good timos roll! — MardI Oras poradors dallad cold tamparaturos and filiad
downtown Saturday night, daulirtg onlookars wHh flashy costumaa and bizarra ornamanta.

Speaker: Nicaragua Condoms: Trending toward vending
Easy accessibility and availabilty are pluses fo r machines
faces economic woes
By Doug DiFranco

But funds will continue with Bush
By Sieve Harmon
St«H Wfittf_______________

Nicaraguans celebrated the
inauguration of George Bush
by dancing in the streets and
chanting “ Reagan is gone but
the revolution is still here,”
said a Latin American expert
and author.
F^atricia Hynds, a member of
the Maryknoll Order, a catholic
missionary organization insolved in Latin America and
writer on I.atin American af
fairs, said the Nicaraguans
don’t especially like Bush but
feel that he will be better than
Reagan.
“ Ronald Reagan seemed to
have a personal vendetta
against Nicaragua,’’ Hynds
said.
She said the Nicaraguans
feel the war against the con
tras is practically over but that
they face the hardest battle on
the economic front. Inflation
stands at 2(),(KK) percent.
“ I t’s mind b o g g lin g ,”
Hyndssaid.
Hynds speech at C al Poly,
’’N icaragua:
Myths
and
Realities,’’ drew about 75 peo
ple ts) hear about what she
called natural and mun-madc
disasters.

TOM VISKOCIL/MutUfifl Dally

Patricia Hynda

A recent hurricane killed 148
people and dam aged or
destroyed the homes of
230,(KX) others, she said.
The man-made disasters in
clude a history of CIA in\ol\etnent and U.S. efforts to
control Nicaragua, she said.
The contra war alone has
cost thousands of lives and
billions of dollars, i ast year,
2.226 C ontras and 611
Nicaraguan army and ministry
of the interior troops were killS ee(O M RAS. page 7
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The young man walks slowly
down the aisle, his eyes scanning
the shelves. He spots them. As
he reaches, a middle-aged woman
turns the corner. He averts his
attention from his intended pur
chase. The woman passes. He
quickly finds what he is looking
for, grabs a box, and with
another glance to see if anyone
has seen him, embarrassingly
heads for the checkout line.
Purchasing condoms in a
grocery or drugstore can be an
embarrassing venture. Visions of
prudish,
nosy
checkstand
cashiers giving a disapproving
eye can turn a relatively low-key
purchase into a blatant adver
tisement of sexual activity.
For many, women as well as
men, the embarrassment might
be enough to keep them from
buying the condoms altogether.
Yet some have sex anyway, risk
ing pregnancy, disease, and now
with AIDS, their very lives.
However there is an answer to
publicly purchasing prophylac
tic s — condom
vending
machines.
While selling condoms via
vending machines is not a new
concept, the concern with AIDS
has resulted in a new wave of
vending machine installation.
Colleges and universities are
installing condom dispensers in

Condoms
on
Campuses

pan one in a
three-part series
*lt*s better to have
condom s in the
bookstore than not at
all.*
— Kristel W ills, A H C
ASB vice president
high traffic areas on campuses in
reaction to the AIDS issue.
Of the 19 California State
Universities, eight have installed
condom vending machines, in
cluding the campuses of Fuller
ton, F^ayward, Long Beach and
San Francisco. And this past
winter break, CSU Fresno
became the latest to install the
machines (40 of them) on cam
pus.
Other campuses making a push
to install the machines include
CSU Dominguez Hills and CSU
I os Angeles. Many of the con

dom vending machine resolutions
were initiated and implemented
by student government groups.
Community colleges are also
realizing the need to make pro
phylactics available to students.
Last Thursday, Allan Hancock
College in Santa Maria began
selling condoms on campus, said
Kristel Wills, AHC Associated
Student Body vice president.
Condoms are available only in
the botikstorc, but if the demand
increases. Wills said, the ASB
might pursue vending machine
installation.
Condom dispensing machines
were initially intended, but Wills
said she was not sure how the
administration and AHC Board
of Trustees would react to the
proposal. Because the campus
bookstore is student-owned, ad
ministration and board approval
was not needed. The resolution
was unanimously approved by
the bookstore’s governing body,
she said.
Wills said the resolution
resulted from a student survey
that found 70 percent of the
re s p o n d e n ts
fa v o re d
the
availablity of condoms on the
campus.
She added it was too soon to
judge the success of the condom
venture, but that it was “ belter
to have condom s in the
bookstore than not at all.”
O ther nearby com m unity
col
See C O N IW M S , page 14
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Letters to the Editor
African history
or pure fancy?

Editor — Chris Thomas’ column
in the Eeb. I Mustang Daily is a
fascinating combination of fact
and fancy. It is quite true that
humankind (both men and
women) had their biological and
cultural origins in Africa. The
laciualiiy of the article ends at
this point.
Archaeolivgisis and historians
are not m cv>mpleie agreement on
w hat a c tu a lly c o n s titu te s
‘‘civ ili/aiion,” but most believe
that it is a combination of
features such as monumental archiieciure. elaborate arts, writ
ing. a stratified social system,
iiib.inism. metallurgy, and the
state These traits appeared first
IS Mesopotamia ca. 3,l()() H.C.
and in I gypi ca. 3.(HK) H.C. {not
6.000 H.( .). Egyptian civili/aiion
was a truly remarkable cultural
iiadiiioii that lasted for 3,0(NI
vears (only Chinese civilization
lasted longer), but to add an ad
ditional 3,IKK) years to the hisi*>ri(.al record stretches the facts
bevond believability. Medicine in
I c’vpi certainly had its rcuus far
bav.k in pre-history (betöre 3,(K)0
M( .). not during the Third
Dviiasiv (acluallv 2.7(H) it> 2.620
H( )
A g ric u ltu re and a n im a l
dom estication
occurred
at
various limes in different parts
i»l the world (Mesopotamia.
Siuiiheasi Asia. Peru. Mexici*.
NVcsi AtrKa. etc ). The Near East
(including Egypt) was the center
tor wheal, barley, sheep, goal,
c a ttle , donkey, and horse
domestical urn NNesi Africa was
a center li>r the domestication of
millet, the oil palm, and certain
tubers.
( laiming Ethiopia as the originaitn of Igyptian civilization is
placing the historical can before
the horse. I gvpiian civilization
developed early and influenced
the cultures of Nubia and
I ihiopia to the south. The
I gyptians cvmquered large parts
of the modern Sudan between
I56() and lOk' BC. later. Egyptianized Ethiopian rulers con
quered Egypt as the 2?th
Dynasty.
Deserts and mountains have
always been more effective bar
riers lo cultural diffusion than
seas and rivers, which served as
highways for ideas and traits to
spread. That is why North Africa
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(including Egypt) has historically
maintained closest tics with the
Near Fast and Europe. Today,
North Africans are Moslem.
Earlier they were inhabitants of
the Roman or By/aniine empires.
Christianity was introduced to
Ethiopia via Egypt from the
Mediterranean world.
It is a mistake to accept
without question everything that
one reads or is told without
critical examination of the facts.
The actual historical record is a
very rich, fascinating history
without embroidering it with
elaborate fantasies. I recommend
that the contributors to the col
umn take Dr. Taylor’s History
.^Hl and 382 (African History) or
my Anthropology 202 (Nkorld
Prehistory) classes if they are in
terested in this subject. The
authors quite correctly refute
ideas of Eurocentrism, some
thing that should be applauded
and endorsed by us all. Ethiopia
and other areas of the world all
made important contributions to
human culture. However, an
understanding of the unique con
tributions of these cultures can
best be served bv accurate facts.
Robert I . Hoover
Professor. Social Sciences

Father’s rights
are non-existent

Victims of pornography
By M atthew W isbey
One week from now. Cal Poly will recognize
Women’s Week to raise our awareness about
women and their achievements and struggles in
our society. Part of the mission of Women’s Week
will be to attempt to liberate women from the
stereotypical assumptions that they are sexual
slaves: but little, if any time will be dedicated to
eradicating one of the most degrading plagues ever
to infect our society and destroy the safety and
dignity of our women: pornography.
Some people will say “ pornography is a vic
timless, harmless, adult pleasure,’’ yet the 1985
Attorney General’s Commission on Pornography
(AGCP) found 65 to 70 percent of the women in
volved in pornography were victims of incest, child
molestation, or rape.
The AGCP found a strong correlation between
the distribution of sexually explicit material and
violent sexual assaults on women and children,
because it perpetuates the myth that women want
to be abused and raped. Organized crime was
found to control the vast majority (85 percent) of
the market which makes it very difficult to enforce
existing obscenity laws, because the women
depicted were usually coerced, by violence or
blackmail.
Eater, in 1986, Surgeon General C. Everett Koop
met with some leading social scientists and af
firmed what the AGCP found one year earlier: a)
children used in the porno industry exr>erience
long-term adverse effects, b) use of pornographic
material leads one to believe that rare sexual prac
tices are indeed commonplace, c) pornography
which depicts sexual aggression as pleasurable
leads to the acceptance of coercion, d) short-term
exposure to pornography leads to punishing
behavior toward women. These findings were fur
ther reinforced when studies showed that where
pornography was legalized, a direct correlation of a
rise in rape rates occurred without exception in
countries such as England, Singapore, South
Africa, Australia, and Canada.
Police vice squads report that 77 percent of male
child molesters admitted to trying out different
acts depicted in the more than 280 publications
dedicated to child pornography. Fifty-seven per
cent of the rapists join this group, as well as 43
percent of all sex crimes, yet some still claim this is
a victimless industry. This is not a new
phenomenon. More than 1,900 years ago, the
Apostle Paul observed violence always accom
panies sexual misconduct. (Romans 1:18-32, Ephe
sians 4:19).

plaint against my wife, because it
Editvir — In response to Ms. was her legal right to do what
( artw right’s Jan. 25 letter she wanted with her body. But I
claiming that men have no say in had no rights. Even more sadly,
the abortion issup. I must sadly neither did Michael.
agree. But I very much disagree
I continue to forgive both par
thai ab<vrtion is only a women’s ties for their decisions. But I
issue.
must raise my voice in protest on
I was an expectant father for behalf of Michael, one of
four months. I Ux)ked forward 23.000.000 fetuses aborted since
with anticipation to all of the Roe vs. Wade. 1973. It is my
things that I would be doing fervent hope that very soon our
with my son Michael. We would country will respect the rights of
go to ball games, hike in the all people, including expectant
mountains, and do all of those mothers, expectant fathers, and
things that are special between a their unborn children.
father and son.
However, one day I came home Robert Tee
from work and my wife told me Business Administration
that I was no longer a father. She
had exercised her right to do
what she wanted with her body.
It didn’t seem to matter to her.
the diKtor. or stKiety that I had
an interest in Michael’s life.
I could not retaliate against Editor — In response to Adam
the man who aborted my son. Hamalian’s Jan. 27 letter stating
because it was his legal right to that “ abortion is wrong,’’:
Wrapping the abortion issue in
do so. I could not raise a com

Mother’s rights
override fetus’s

by Berke Breathed

Our society has been brought up on a steady diet
of sexual degradation, and it shows. Three genera
tions ago, people cried when the little match girl
froze to death, but now when we go to the cinema,
we feel cheated if she was not raped, slugged,
slashed, tortured, and left to burn in a kiln. Por
nography has a message: we are nothing but
animals, whose highest value is immediate sexual
pleasure, and however we satiate those urges is
fine, because we only go through this world once.
Some of the proponents of free access to por
nography claim it is an outlet for sexual pressure,
and without it sick men would take out their
frustrations and fantasies on women rather than
on paper. On the surface, this argument would
seem to hold water, but when we understand that
when we feed the human appetite for just about
anything, we only temporarily satiate it and then it
grows stronger and harder to appease, which
makes this policy a foolish gamble indeed. People
such as Ted Bundy have stated that it was por
nography which started them down the road of
sexual violence. We are no different as a whole; in
1970, the porno industry was $1 billion, now it has
increased eight-fold and the Playboy style of por
nography is no longer in high demand, but rather
the sado-masochist, hack-and-slash stuff is.
Now we get to the point where the liberals start
coming out of the woodwork armed to the teeth
with the ACLU’s version of the First Amendment
proclaiming that we are violating the por
nographer’s rights under the Constitution. These
defenders of the disgusting want to repeal all ex
isting laws on pornography and even let the child
pornography industry come out into the open,
under the guise of “ freedom of speech and press.’’
These folks have confused sexual degradation with
the open access to political and philosophical
thought which is the clear intention of the authors
of the Constitution.
Part of the solution of the porno plague is not to
create new laws, but to enforce the laws already on
the books. Several supreme courts have issued
standards for what constitutes obscenity and how
it differs from meaningful, insightful thought, and
artistic expression. The message is clear: the Con
stitution does not protect libel or slander, violent
overthrow of the government, dangerous expres
sion, and obscenity.
After all is said and done, how many more Ted
Bundys can we afford?
Matthew Wisbey is a construction management
major.

a neat little package and slapp
ing a self-righteous little Chris
tian bow on the top isn’t going to
solve the problem,
hirst of all, an “ unborn child”
has gills and a tail at one time. A
fetus cannot feel pain, com
municate, reason, or experience
self-awareness in its early stages.
I believe you are confusing the
concept of a person with genetic
humanity. I realize that a fetus is
not just an insignificant clump of
cells, but certainly the rights of
an existing person outweigh any
rights of a fetus.
Secondly, making people have
unwanted children as a punish
ment for having premarital sex is
a little on the demented side,
isn’t it? That "just say no" crap
just doesn’t work. People will
continue to have premarital sex,
unholy as that may be, and
women will have unwanted
pregnancies. What kind of shot
does an unwanted child of a
teenage mother have in today’s
world?

There are plenty of worthy
goals to work toward such a^
giving the existing unwanted
children of this world a decent
existence, and getting the
Catholic church to accept birth
control without going on a
crusade that will make life worse
for everyone.
Kevin Quinn
Industrial Engineering

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor should be
typed or legibly written, no
longer than 300 words, and tndude the writer's name, phone
number, and major/title. Tetters
may be edited for style or brevi
ty. Submit to Graphic Arts build
ing, room 226, in the bomiarked
“Letters to the Editor, ”
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Arctic air mass chills golden state Teen-age boy killed while
Record lows bring snow to Bay Area and Central Valley
A wave of arctic air left much the region: Oakland 31; Concord
of Northern California shivering 27; San Carlos 29; Santa Rosa
on Sunday and contributed to 24; and Cazadero, Sonoma Coun
record low temperatures, the ty, 19.
fourth consecutive day of the
The community of Redding in
winter chill that dumped snow in the Sacramento Valley checked
odd places.
in with a low of 22 degrees and
In some parts of Northern northeast winds of 31 mph,
California, it was colder than which translated to a wind chill
reading of minus-10 degrees.
Alaska.
“ It looks like this cold mass
Woodacre in Marin County, for will be with us through at least
exam ple, rep o rted
a low Monday and Tuesday,” said
temperature of 20 degrees, com Pechner.
pared to 23 degrees recorded in
Isolated showers and sunshine
Point Barrow, Alaska, according dominated the weather picture
to meterologist Mike Pechner.
on Sunday, following a day of
In South Lake Tahoe, the low snowfall in many unusual places.
temperature Sunday morning
The South Bay hilltops were
was 21 degrees below zero, lower coated with a heavy layer of
than that recorded in Fairbanks, snow. Light snow and hail fell
Alaska.
from Pebble Beach to Livermore.
San Francisco International
Snow from the Alaska-spawn
A irp o rt re c o rd e d a low ed storm also fell in Santa Rosa,
temperature of 31 degrees, Petaluma, Healdsburg and Penbreaking a 43-year-old record. ngrove in Sonoma County, plus
San Francisco reported a low of Moraga in Contra Costa County.
34 degrees, just one degree off its
The San Geronimo Valley and
all-time record for this date, set hilltops in Marin County were
in 1887.
covered with several inches of
Other low temperatures across snow, forcing police to tem

porarily close Mount Tamalpais
State Park to prevent accidents.
“ It’s a winter wonderland,”
said Timothy Waters, 77, a ranch
resident at Point Reyes National
Seashore. "Snow is on the
bushes, on the oak trees, on the
pine trees and even the eucalyp
tus trees.
“ You could only find a scene
like this on a postcard. It’s just
extraordinarily beautiful. Our
family can’t remember snow like
this in 40 years,” he said.
The snowfall at sea level was
the first registered since 1974,
said Pechner.
The hardest hit by the storm
was the Sierra Nevada, where ski
resorts received 3 feet of snow.
About 70 trucks were stranded
in Nyack, about 25 miles west of
Truckee.
In the East Bay, Mount Diablo
was 12 degrees at the 3,800-foot
level and still had from 6 to 12
inches of snow on it.
More cold weather was ex
pected Sunday night, and
bridges and streets were ex
pected to be covered with ice.

KKK linked to alleged racial jail attacks
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Ku Klux Klan may be behind
alleged cross burnings and racial
attacks on black gang members
at the County Jail, and the issue
warrants a federal investigation,
the NAACP said.
There is no “ solid evidence” of
Klan involvement, but inmates
and unidentified sheriff’s depu
ties have alleged that some
jailers are members of the white
supremacist ^roup, said James
Martin, Western regional direc
tor of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People.
Sheriff’s Capt. William Hinkle,
commander of the 6,800-inmate

jail, said Friday that Klan in
volvement will be probed as part
of three current internal in
vestigations into racial abuse
and excessive use of force by
deputies at the Central Men’s
Jail.
But Hinkle said he doubted
there is formal Klan involve
ment.
Four sheriff’s deputies and one
sergeant were reassigned to ad
ministrative duties this week
after being accused of using ex
cessive force.
Last year the NAACP received
four letters, including one signed
by 22 inmates, containing
“ detailed acts of what appear to
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collecting for paper route

SAN PABLO, Calif. (AP) — A
diligent teen-age newspaper car
rier was fatally shot while collec
ting for subscriptions by a man
who thought he was a prowler,
police said.
Salvador Roberts, a carrier for
the West County Times, was
allegedly shot Friday evening by
24-year-old Henry J. Bookout
after he returned to collect
money from a customer at the
trailer, police said. “ Just a boy
going around collecting his
money. It’s a tragedy,” said
Police Chief David Sylstra.
Roberts was shot in the chest
with a small-caliber gun after
knocking on the door of a Church
Lane home at Gerken’s Mobile
Home Park about 6 p.m., police
said.
He died instantly from the one
shot, police said.
Bookout was taken into
c
n
D
ÛC

custody for investigation in con
nection with the shooting.
Neighbors
reportedly
told
a u th o ritie s that B o o k o u t’s
mother, Kathleen Murphy, said
her son thought Roberts was
stealing his expensive bicycle
that was near the mobile home
door.
The shooting left friends of the
boy in disbelief.
“ One little boy is really
distraught,” said a neighbor who
asked not to be named. “ He was
just playing with him this after
noon.”
Howard Murphy Jr., mean
while, described his stepson as a
“ good kid, a sensitive person.”
Murphy said Roberts, who liv
ed in an apartment house next to
the 62-unit mobile home park,
had come by his residence
Thursday night, collecting for
the West County Times.

9
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be racial harassment by sheriff
deputies,” Martin said.
They included two cross burn
ings, beatings of chained and
shackled inmates, racial slurs,
failing to provide prisoners with
medical treatment, and forcing
inmates to sit chained and naked
in a shower, Martin said.
All involved a jail area holding
members of the Crip gang, Mar
tin said.
“ We can’t say we won’t be in
volved because they are gang
members. They are still human
beings,” he added.
On Thursday, the FBI said it
will investigate the cross burning
allegations.

to
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Just in case the water failed
to part, there was always "Plan B.’

BOOZ*ALLEN & HAMILTON
is seeking 1989 graduates
of the
California Polytechnic State University
to work as
Research Associates.
Booz*AIIen & Hamilton Inc. is a leading international management
consulting firm working with companies on issues of strategy, marketing,
operations, systems technology, and other areas of concern to top
m anagem ent.
Research Associates typically spend two to three years in consulting prior
to entering graduate school. Candidates should have outstanding records
of academic achievement, some prior exposure to the business
environment, and a strong interest in pursuing a management career.
This position offers an opportunity to gain meaningful experience in a
demanding business evnironment. It provides a solid and well-regarded
background for graduate management education and future career growth.
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter, resume', and complete
transcripts by February 22.
Send to:

Susan Brown
Manager of Staff Selection
Booz «Allen & Hamilton, Inc.
555 M ontgomery Street, Suite 1700
San Francisco, California 04111

BOOZ*ALLEN & HAMILTON INC.
We are an equal opportunity /affirm ative action employer
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Thisisall
youneedtoapply
for the Card

WithAutcmiaticApproval, it’s easier toqualifywhileyou’re still inschool.
.N'(m getting tlie (^rd is easier than ever For the
veiy first time, students can apply for the A m erian
Express ■(',ard oftr life¡)hoiw.
Simply call 1-800-942-AMEX IXie ll takew urapplication b\ phone and begin to process it riglit a\say.
It couldn't be easier.

NORTHWEST
^
A I R I I K I P Q ' tfii^ ^hool full time, you can also take
I

1^ ^
advantage of the Automatic Apprmal
eXJK TO U S
Qffpp students. With this offer, you cati
get the American Express Card right novs—
without a full-time job or a credit history But if you
have a credit history, it must be unblemished.
Ifsactually easier foryou toqualih for the Card now.
while you're still a student, than it ever will be again.

Become a Cardmember
FK Northwest $99 n)undirip.
As a student (.ardmember vthj will be able to enjoy
an extraordinary travel privilege; fly twice for only
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Grapplers sweep weekend meets, even record
By Anthony M. Romero
staff Writer

Cal Poly’s Scott Galloway out manauvars a Standford wrastlar In tha
Mustang’s 23-13 victory
tom VISKOCIl/Mutlang Oatly

The Cal Poly wrestling team
meet pushed its way to two dual
victories at Mott Gym Friday
night and evened its season
record to 7-7 by beating Stanford
23-13 and San Francisco State
29-15.
A g a in st
S ta n f o r d ,
the
Mustangs combined for IS
takedowns from lightweights
John G alkow ski and Joey
Pangelinan to put the Mustangs
ahead 8-0. The win improved
Pangelinans record to 22-7-2.
“ Coach (Lennis Cowell) wanted
us to score some big team points
for the team,” Galkowski said.
“ And we’re not the turners so we
went on our feet and tried to do
the job.”
The rest of the team continued
on the theme of scoring team

Toro’s bullish with Poly
By Kathryn Brunello
Staff Writer

With five minutes left in the
game against CSU Dominguez
Hills, a D.C. Cashman reverse
slam brought the Mustangs
within two points of the Toros.
That proved to be as close as
Poly would get as the Toros
scored seven unanswered points
to reverse Cal Poly’s momentum,
pulling the game out of reach at
74-67.
Farly foul trouble plagued the
Toros as starling center Anthony
Blackmon went to the bench
with 7:49 left in the first half. Cal
Poly was not without its foul
trouble as Dominguez Hills shot
22 more free throws than the
Mustangs. In the second half
alone, the Toros shot 19 free
throws to Poly’s four.
Despite Blackmon’s early foul
trouble, he returned to score 15
second-half points, and finished
with 22 to lead all scorers.
Coby Naess led the Mustangs
with 15 points after scoring only
four in the first half.
N aess w a s n ’ t th e only
Mustang to start slowly. Cal Po
ly scored only four points in the
first 10 minutes of the game.

“ I don’t think we came out
slowly, we came up against some
very tough defense,”
said
Mustang Head Coach Steve
Beason.
The Dominguez Hills defense
held the Mustangs to 53 percent
shooting from the floor. The
Mustangs were able to stay in
the game despite early turnovers
due to some tough defense of
their own, holding the Toros to
54 percent shooting.
Cal Poly grabbed its first lead
with 35 seconds left in the half
and extended it in the second
stanza to a five-point margin.
The Mustangs and the Toros
alternated the lead for the next
few minutes. With 8:36 left,
Dominguez Hills pulled away
52-58.
F'ollowing a timeout. Cal Poly
out scored the T oros 6-2,
highlighted by Cashman’s slam
from underneath. From that
point. Dominguez Hills put the
Mustangs away.
The loss drops Cal Poly’s
record to 4-3 in the conference
and 12-7 overall. The Mustangs
have a tough week ahead as they
have three conference games on
th e
ro a d
a g a in s t
CSU
Bakersfield, Los Angeles and
Northridge.

t

points as Robert Tabarez, John
Martin, Bill Grundler and Mike
McMillan won matches to put
the Mustangs ahead 20-0. About
150 fans cheered the effort as it
looked like the Mustangs were
heading for a shutout.
The Cardinals made a run for a
victory when Cal Poly dropped
the next two matches to give the
Cardinals 9 points. The Cardinals
couldn’t pull it off as they failed
to get a pin in the 190-pound
match.
Mustang matman Aaron Can
trell won his match 4-1 for extra
measure to give the Mustangs a
23-13 margin.
Galkowski and Pangelinan
started the San Fransisco match
getting forfeits to give the
Mustangs a 12-0 lead. Robert
Tabarez. a Poly 134-pounder,
garnered his second win of the
night with two last-period
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By Rob l.oren/
The Cal Poly men’s track and
field team, which finished fourth
at the NCAA Division II na
tional meet last year, returns a
strong squad to this year’s team.
“ On paper, right now,” Head
Coach Tom Henderson said,
‘‘assum ing
everyone
stays
healthy, this year will be the
strongest year in track and field
that we’ve had in ten years.”
Ten of last year’s 11 All' Americans are returning, in. eluding the Division II national
* champion in the pole vault, Steve
^ Horvath.
Horvath, who was named Cal
Poly’s 1988 male athlete of the
year, heads a strong squad of
returning All-Americans. Al

though the squad loses Mike
Livingston, who finished second
nationally in the 10,000 meters
and seventh nationally in the
5.000 meters, to graduation, the
middle distance area of the team
is still one of the strong points.
Chris Craig, who finished third
nationally in the 1,500 meters
and seventh nationally in the
10.000 meters, will lead a strong
distance squad.
“ W'e have a middle distance
crew that is a lot more solid than
last year,” said Henderson.
“ Obviously, coming off of the
cross country season beefs up the
distance and middle-distance
crew.”
Another area of the team’s ex
treme strength is the pole vault,
where in addition to Horvath, the
squad returns Steve Williams,

Poly women
to improve
1988 finish
By Rob Lorenz
Staff Writar

D.C. Cashman drivas to tha baskat for two of his sight points.
TOM VtSKOCIL/MiMtans OMy

Coach says men’s track and field
team may be the strongest in years
Staff Wrttar*

takedowns and a 10-5 win over
Zack Pineda. The win put
Tabarez at 17-7-3.
The Mustangs also picked up
victories on the board as Jordan
Robinson (6-8) won by forfeit,
Gabe Cortina (17-14-2) won 6-3
over
R obert
G ray.
Mike
McMillan provided the firepower
at the upper weights as he took
his opponent down eight times in
the match to give him his second
win of the night.
“ My high crotch was work
ing,” McMillan said, “ and 1
knew he was getting tired and I
went for it.”
McMillan said he knew he was
winning and wanted to win big
and he did as he poured it on for
a 21-6 technical fall.
The Mustangs travel to Fuller
ton Wednesday to take on their
Pac-10 opponent before taking on
Bakersfield Friday at home.

who finished second nationally
behind Horvath, and Todd
Arnett, who finished eighth last
year.
“ W'e have the top two pole
vaulters
re tu rn in g ,”
said
Henderson. “ Three of the scorers
in the pole vault are back. Two of
our best vaulters didn’t comptete
last year, so in that event it is
conceivable that we could take
five out of the eight places.”
Other returning All-Americans
include Brant Warren, who plac
ed third in the javelin; Mike
King, who placed fifth in the 400
meter intermediate hurdles and
ran on the fourth-place 1600m eter relay team ; Reggie
Johnson, sixth in the 400 meters
and also ran on the relay team;
and Rudy Huber and Brian
Strieff, who ran the other two

legs of the 1600-meter relay.
“ Mostly our returning guys
will be the most heavily counted
on,” said Henderson, “ because
they are more seasoned, for the
most part.”
Henderson expects to be just
as competitive, if not more so, on
a national level this year, al
though the fact that the national
meet has been switched from a
four-day to a three-day meet
tends to favor the more sprintoriented schools.
“ Nationally, our competition
will be Abeline Christian.
Always. They’ve won it the last
six years,” said Henderson. “ The
national meet schedule itself has
been changed from a four-day
meet to a three-day meet, which
favors sprint schools a little more
See MKN, page 6

The women’s track and field
team comes into the season with
a very solid squad of returning
athletes. Seven of the 10 women
who captured
All-American
honors are returning, and a
strong recruiting class combined
with some very strong athletes
who were red-shirted last year
indicate that this year’s squad
will once again be a favorite for
the national title
“ Last year we were fifth in the
nation,” said Lance Harter,
women’s track and field coach.
“ It was the worst performance in
the history of Cal Poly SLO in
women’s track and field. Prior to
that, the lowest we ever were was
second.”
Such lofty results have been
the norm rather than the excep
tion for Harter’s teams, which
made last year’s result that
much harder to swallow.
“ The problem with this uni
versity and this staff is that our
perspective is definitely warped,”
he said. “ Anytime we can say
that we’re upset at being fifth in
the nation, you know, most peo
ple would call that their career
highlight. We’ve been very spoil
ed.
“ This is now the tenth season
for me here, and we plan to rec
tify that showing from last year.
Last year at the national cham
pionships, everything that could
possibly go wrong, went wrong.”
The reason Harter is so confi
dent is quite evident. With seven
returning All-Americans and
many m ore p o ten tial AllAmericans, the season’s outlook
seems bright.
The team is led by junior
Teena Colebrook, a middle
distance runner who is a threetime national champion and six
lime All-American. She is from
England, where last year she was
in the finals in the Olympic
trials’ 800- and 1500-meter runs.
Other returning All-Americans
include Gina A lbanese, a
sophmore who placed seventh in
the 400 meter hurdles and was
See WOMKN,page6
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Lady Mustangs just win
The Cal Poly women’s team
pulled off a 59-48 victory Satur
day despite less than perfect
play.
The Mustangs turned the ball
over 30 times in the game. For
tunately Dominguez Hills turn it
over only one less time. Cal Poly
Head Coach Jill Orrock said “ It
wasn’t the best game we’ve
played but we’ll take the win.”
Both teams shot poorly from
the floor as the Mustangs shot
44 percent on the game while the
Toros shot a frigid 29 percent.

The Mustangs will be on the
road next weekend to face CSU
Los Angeles and Northridge.
The Mustangs can win either
or both of the games, Orrock
said. “ The way everybody has
been upsetting everybody else,
its just a matter of who shows up
with the most intensity.”
Jody
Hasselfield led the
Mustangs with 15 points and
four assists. Deborah Vettel had
13 points followed by Jonni
Atkins with 11.

White named to NL post
NEW YORK (AP) — Bill
White sees himself as a National
League man. He hates the desig
nated hitter, loves hard slides
and still appreciates a high-andtight fastball.
At 55, he does not see himself
as a social crusader, although
history will certainly paint him
that way. The new NL president
is the first black to head a pro
fessional sports league in
A m erica,
but chooses to
downplay the implications.

“ You just do the job whether
you’re red, yellow, purple or
whatever,” White said. “ I’ve
always said the most important
thing was Jackie Robinson
because it gave a lot of people
hope.”
White, whose direct and sharp
opinions marked 18 years as an
announcer, rarely broadcast his
views on minorities and baseball.
Instead, he led by example.
“ When Bill was first with the
Cardinals, blacks could not stay
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in the same hotel as whites. Bill
spoke up and said it was wrong.
The next season, blacks were in
the same hotel as the whites,’’
former teammate Tim McCarver
said. “ But Bill was not picked
because of his race.”
White worked hard to even the
inequalities at spring training
camps, where blacks often were
not afforded the same amenities
as whites. And he did it without
raising his voice.
“ I’ve never seen him lose his
cool,” former St. Louis manager
Red Schoendienst said.
“ He is a straight shooter,”
Hall of Fame teammate Lou
Brock said. “ He’s commanded
respect all along.”
Baseball was determined to fill
the NL job with a black from in
side the game. It has made that
known since Al Campanis
disgraced the game by saying
blacks
d id n ’t have
“ the
necessities” for management.
White pul checkmarks in all
the right boxes. And, he’s a Na
tional Leaguer, having spent his
entire All-Star career on that
side.
“ I ’ll miss W h ite ,” said
longtime Yankees broadcasting
partner Phil Rizzuto, who refers
to people he really likes by just
their last names. “ But he’ll be
happy over there in the National
League — he loves it.”
“ He knows the game and he’s
from the old school. 1 know he
doesn’t like the designated hit
ler.” Rizzuto said.

MEN
From page 5
than it favors our distance-type
program. That could shift the
emphasis to some other schools
just a little bit. It’ll be the same
powerful teams as always. I
think that we have probably the
best returning team of anybody
in the nationals, though.”
Although it would seem that
since Cal Poly finished so high
nationally, it would dominate the
league, that is not neces.sarily the
case.
“ Our conference is tough
enough,” said Henderson. “ We
were fourth (at nationals). Cal
Slate LA was fifth, Northridge
was ninth, Pomona was I5lh.
and Bakersfield was 20th. We
had our whole conference in the
lop 20. Our conference, the
CCAA, is lough. We didn’t win
the conference last year but we
beat them all at nationals.”
Despite the strong competi
tion, however, Henderson ex
pects to be stronger this year
than he has been in years.

WOMEN
From pages

also an on the mile relay team;
Aeron Arlin, who placed third
nationally in the 800 meters and
was also part of the mile relay
team; Amanda Marks, in the
5,000 and I0,(XK) meters; Sydney
Thatcher, in the 1500 meters;
Melissa White, in both the discus
and the javelin; and Sherri
Minkler, is returning for her
senior year.
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CONTRAS
From page I
ed or wounded, she said.
Civilian casualties from the
war to date are 3,935 killed and
2,177 wounded, she said; more
than 6,000 people have been kid
napped.
“ Kidnapping is used a lot,”
Hynd said.
The war has been at great ex
pense to the United States, not
in lives but in dollars, she said.
“ Since the United States chose
to arm and set up the contra ar
my, it has cost the U.S. taxpayer

*Since the United
States chose to arm
and set up the Contra
army it has cost the
U .S . taxpayer $2
billion. And that
doesn*t include the
covert operations, the
illegal operations and
the private funding.
W e have no idea o f
yvhat those figures are.*
— Patricia H ynds
$2 billion,” Hynds said. “ And
that doesn’t include the covert
operations, the illegal operations
and the private funding. We have
no idea of what those figures
are.”
At one point, she said the con
tras were willing to negotiate a
peace with the Sandinistas but
they were hastily summoned to
Washington where they changed
their minds. This resulted in a
reorganization of the contras and
the peace talks “ kind of died
out,” she said.
Concerns have been raised by
U.S. government officials about
possible drug running by the
contras, she said.
“ Our ‘model’ Attorney General
Edwin Meese blocked an in
vestigation by the House and
Senate Select Committee in June
of 1987 into contra drug runn
ing,” Hynds said. “ This was one
of the great gaping holes in the
whole contra-gate hearing. They
studiously avoided, painfully
avoided, touching the whole area
of contra drug running into the
United States.”
Reagan singled out Nicaragua
for being involved in drug opera
tions, although he didn’t con
demn neighboring Latin Ameri
can countries, Hynds said.
“ Costa Rica and Honduras

r

Rubes

have long been bases for drug
importation to the United States
but Reagan never mentioned
them in his speech where he con
demned Nicaraguan officials as
being involved in drug running,”
Hynd said.
George Bush talked with
Panamanian President Manuel
Noriega in late 1983, Hynds said.
That meeting resulted in Noriega
joining concerted efforts to for
mulate a solid, southern front in
Honduras aginst Nicaragua.
“ Bush was a former CIA
director and he was also the head
of Reagan’s task force on drugs
so why didn’t he know about
Noriega’s drug dealing?” Hynds
said. “ Everybody else in Latin
America seemed to know about
it.”
Hynd said that as recently as
last August the White House
ordered the State Department,
the Department of Defense and
the CIA not to cooperate with
the Government Accounting Of
fice in its investigation into
Noriega and drugs.
“ This seems totally bizarre
because it’s the administration
that had Noriega indicted on
drug-running charges in the first
place,” Hynds said. She said the
administration may have wanted
to keep it quiet because of possi
ble repercussions on the U.S.
presidential elections.
Hynd said one of the key fig
ures involved in the drug opera
tion was John Hall, who she said
had CIA connections and who
owns a huge tract of property in
Honduras on the Nicaraguan
border.
“ John Hall has now been in
dicted by the Costa Rican gov
ernment for drug and gun runn
ing,” Hynds said.
Reagan repeatedly attempted
to classify Nicaragua with other
international terrorist groups
and organizations in an effort to
justify U.S. involvement in the
region, Hynds said.
“ One of my favorite Reagan
accusations was when he said in
January of 1985, ‘We now know
that Nicaragua receives help
from Kadafy’s Libya, the PLO
and the A y a to lla h ’s Ira n .
N icaraguan terro rism
goes
against international law.’
“ We know not long after that
that the Ayatollah got a little
help (arms selling) from Ron and
the boys in Washington. Fur
thermore, the World Court found
that it was not Nicaragua but
the United States who was
engaged in international ter
rorism and violating interna
tional law by mining Nicaragua’s
harbors,” Hynds said.
She said she confronted a U.S.
ambassador to Latin America on

By Leigh Rubin
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U.S. posturing on terrorism and
he replied, “ When they do it, it’s
terrorism. When we do it, it’s
fighting for freedom.”
In her travels throughout
Latin America, Hynds said, she
has been through many countries
from Mexico to Chile and has

*Busii w as a f^ormer
C IA director and he
w as also the head o f
R eagan's task force on
drugs so why didn't he
know about N oriega's
drug dealing?
Everybody else in
Latin A m erica seem ed
to know about it.'
— Patricia H ynds
seen many examples of human
rights violations throughout the
region.
She said White House singling
out Nicaragua as a major abuser
of human rights is yet another
distortion in what she called its
“ perception management.” In
other words, propaganda.
“ If you’ve been in Guatemala,
or if you’ve been in El Salvador
or Chile you’ll see worse,” Hynds
said. But the White House never

mentions them, she added.
She said a Catholic human
rights organization based in
London said the biggest abuser
of human rights in Nicaragua is
not the Sandanistas or Contras
but the United States gov
ernment because of its support of
the war.
“ Looking at this little country
about the size of Iowa and with a
population of about 3 million
people, almost all of which are
desperately poor, you wonder
how this country got to be an
obsession with the Reagan ad
ministration,” Hynds said.
A brief look at the history of
Nicaragua is needed to unders
tand that obsession, she said.
“ If you ask anybody in the
government in Nicaragua they
would say you have to go back to
1848,” Hynds said, “ and then
they would launch into the whole
history of Nicaragua.”
The history, in brief, is one of
intervention, Hynds said.
“ It was colonized by the Brit
ish on the Atlantic coast and the
Spanish on the Pacific coast,”
Hynd said. “ It was basically two
countries until about 1900.”
She said in 1845 an American
adventurer, William Walker,
tried to declare himself president
of the country. The Nicaraguans
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forced him out of the country,
she said. He then went to Hon
duras and tried the same thing
and was killed, she added.
U .S .
tro o p s
o c c u p ie d
Nicaragua from 1912 to 1932 and
during that time, Hynds said,
they created the now-infamous
National Guard and put the first
Somoza in power. His dynasty
lasted until 1979 when he
overthrown by the Sandinistas.
“ The old people in Nicaragua
remember when the Marines
were there,” Hynds said, “ so
they don’t doubt it could happen
again.”
Despite the fact that Hynds is
American, the Nicaraguan people
treat her well, she said.
“ They lived with a government
(Somoza) that didn’t represent
them,” Hynds said. “ So they
know what it’s like.”
Hynd most recently co 
authored an article, “ The Ma
nipulation of the Religious
Issue,” which was published in a
book called Reagan Versus the
Sandinistas.
Her speech was part of a series
of talks on Latin America spon
sored by the School of Liberal
Arts. Manzar Foroohar, a Cal
Poly history professor, will con
tinue the series with “ Religion in
Latin America,” Feb. 23.
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the boards of directors for Fortune 500 companies.
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Charles Manson replies
to ninth-grader’s enquiry
GRAND ISLAND, Neb. (AP)
— Mass murderer Charles Manson responded with a postcard to
a ninth-grader’s letter asking
him what his future plans are
and if he would commit murder if
released on probation.
Manson, who has a parole
hearing scheduled for Wednes
day at California’s San Quentin
Prison, didn’t answer Lario
Alcorta’s questions. But he did
write a postcard that Alcorta
said was hard to decipher.
On the front of the card, under
M anson’s name and prison
number, was written “ You want
one to fix what many have
done.’’
“ All you wrote about was the
judgement made by others and
pushed over on me to carry,’’
Manson began, “ People have
made me to be all the frills of
their own world and put me up to
die for it.”
RESIRYI

OfflCElS*

A lc o rta ’s
m o th e r,
Jan
Jakubowski, said she was not
enthusiatic about her son’s deci
sion to write to Manson and was
surprised that Manson respond
ed.
“ It’s scary,” she said. “ The
man is sick.”
Alcorta, 14, said he wrote to
Manson for a journalism project
at Walnut Junior High. Alcorta
said he’d seen Manson inter
viewed on television and watched
the movie Heher Skeher, which is
about the 1969 killing spree
Manson was convicted of par
ticipating in.
One victim was actress Sharon
Tate, then eight months preg
nant.
Manson’s reply came Jan. 30,
about three weeks after Alcorta
sent his letter.
Manson, 54, has had six parole
hearings since 1978. His last
hearing was in 1986.
TKAIWIM6
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118, Dexter Bldg. O r call SLO -R O TC (786-7682).
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Students donate hotel money to homeless
BERKELEY (AP) — Law stu
dents at the University of
California at Berkeley plan to
turn down $200-a-night hotel
rooms offered to them by law
firms on out-of-town recruiting
trips.
They want the firms to donate
the money they save to programs
to help the homeless. Andrew

Shagrin, one of the Boalt Hall
students organizing the effort,
said a similar plan at Harvard
University raised about $10,000
last year.
“ Some of the firms even
donated matching funds,” he
said. “ It’s wonderful public rela
tions for them.”
And he admitted that the stu

dents still will fare just fine.
“ It’s not that much of a sacri
fice to stay in a $100-a-night
room rather than one which costs
$200,” Shagrin said.
To those who question the
depth of Ithe students’ concern
for the homeless he said “ ... it’s
better for people to give in a way
in which they feel comfortable
than to not give at all.”

Cocaine popularity soaring in inner cities
MORAGA (AP) — Patterns of
drug use and public attitudes
about it have turned sharply
negative, although cocaine’s
popularity in inner cities has
soared, state Attorney General
John Van de Kamp said Satur
day.
Speaking at a “ Drug Summit”
called by Contra Costa County
officials. Van de Kamp said co
caine has become “ profoundly
uncool” among the rich and
well-educated.
“ But it is worse than ever
among the urban poor — precise
ly the group least able to cope
with the ravages of the drug,” he
told the gathering at St. Mary’s
College.
“ And the consequences in
social disorganization are pro
found — soaring crime rates in
inner cities, devastating rises in
child abuse and child abandon
ment, not to mention the terrify
ing growth of AIDS among those
who inject heroin, methampheiamines and other drugs,” .
Van de Kamp said.
“ And all these trends are ac
centuated by the much higher
proportion of women who become

addicted to cocaine than to other
drugs,” he said. “ Women, the
critical props of social order in
the inner city, are being knocked
flat in record numbers.”
His assessment was echoed by
Dr. Darryl Inaba, a phar
m acologist at the H aightAshbury Free Medical Clinic in
San Francisco.
In a brief address titled “ The
Temple of Doom,” Inaba cited
statistics that showed that of the
first eight babies born in
January 1988 at San Francisco’s
General Hospital, five were “ co
caine-affected.”
Inaba noted that a national
conference is slated in April in
San Francisco that will focus on
crack cocaine’s impact on the
black family in the United
States.
He also predicted that the next
“ AIDS wave” will occur not in
the gay or intravenous drug user
c o m m u n itie s ,
but
am ong
heterosexual drug users whose
drug use erodes their concern
about safe sex.
Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome is spread through the
exchange of bodily fluids such as

blood or semen. It attacks the
body’s immune system, leaving
victims vulnerable to a variety of^
infections that take on deadly
proportions.
Drug and alcohol addictions
are treatable, Inaba told the
crowd of community leaders, law ^
enforcement officials, healzzcare
professionals and social workers.
He commended the concept of
the “ Drug Summit” and its idea
that it will take a concerted,
community-wide effort to stop
the tide of drug abuse.
“ I think it’s difficult for a kid
to say ‘No.’ We have to say it
from a community standpoint ...
say we’re going to do something
about it together,” Inaba said.
He said he hoped the summit
would serve as a “ start up pro
cess” for other communities as
well.
Others addressing Saturday’s
conference noted cases of drug
manufacturing, marijuana grow
ing and drug-related slayings
that stretched throughout Con
tra Costa County, from the wellto-do town of Orinda to poorer *
cities such as Richmond and Pit
tsburg.

COURSE YOU C U T A IL

W ie looking for a few
sound minds.

So maybe you’ve never heard of Rohr. That’s okay.
But internationally known aerospace companies such as
Lockheed, McDonnell Douglas, Airbus Industrie, to name a
few, count on us to provide the technology and hardware to
equip their aircraft with engine nacelles that significantly reduce
engine noise as well as structural weight.
Leading edge programs such as the National Aerospace
Plane, Advanced Tactical Aircraft, Advanced Engine Compo
nents and Next Generation Materials, Processes and Concepts,
create stable and diverse assignments. Our focus is on develop
ing and incorporating advanced technology metals, composite
materials, aerodynamics and acoustics. New product lines for
engine components and high temperature aerostructures
are being designed and taken from prototype fabrication
to production.
If you’ve got a mind to let your ideas finish with big results,
we could be looking for you. We have a diversity of challenging
opportunities in all aspects of engineering, manufacturing and
business. And we offer a choice of two popular Southern
California environments.
At our San Diego location, you’ll enjoy activities like sailing,
tennis and golf all year-round. At our Riverside facility, you’ll
have easy access to the area’s scenic mountains and deserts.
Both provide salaries and benefits that are competitive with
other aerospace corporations.
If all this sounds like what you’re looking for in a career, why
not give us a piece of your mind. Contact
your Placement Director for an interview or
send your resume to: College Relations,
Rohr Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 878,
Department 922, Chula Vista, CA
92012-0878.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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CAREER SYMPOSIUM
Visit o w booth on Monday, February 6th,
in the Chumash Auditorium
INTERVIEWS
Tuesday, February 7th
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Voyager designer challenges female students
By Elizabeth Gillis
Staff Writer

“ What kind of dreams are you
going to fulfill? I dare you to
fulfill them.”
This challenge came from a
woman who three years ago
made a flight around the world in
nine days, three minutes and 44
seconds.

Jeana Yeager helped design,
build and fly the special aircraft,
the Voyager.
Yeager gave this challenge to
more than 420 students and
faculty at the Society of Women
Engineers “ Evening with In
dustry Banquet” at the Embassy
Suites ballroom.
Yeager has only a high school
diploma from a Texas high

school, but she decided she
wanted to get into aerobatics
when she visited an air show and
saw the loops, rolls, and stunts
the pilots performed.
At the stunt show, she met
Dick Rutan, a stunt pilot who
had many records for his flying.
“ It looked like fun,” Yeager
said, so she started training with
Rutan.

B U Y ^ POUND
=
CLUB
' W HOLE B E A N S 4 ^ G R 0 U N D ■ OVER 20 VARIETIES OF REGULAR
A N D DECAF O N A D A ILY BA SIS ■ CALL A N D O RDER IN A H E A D ,
A N D IT’LL BE READY FOR YOUR PICKUP ■ CHECKS ACCEPTED
FOR P U R C H A SE S O V ER $5 ■ BUY 5 P O U N D S A N D GET 1/2 P O U N D
FREE o r ■ BUY 10 P O U N D S A N D GET 1 P O U N D FREE ■ M O ST
VARIETIES A LSO AVAILABLE IN DECAF ■
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data
systems

educational purchase program

Y O U A R E IN V IT E D !
Account Representative Bob Culliton
would like to see students, staff, faculty
and departments of California Polytech
nic State University at a demonstration
of the latest in Zenith laptop and desk
top com puters.. . the computers that
people are talking about!

WHERE:
WHEN:
TIM E:

Room 219
U. U.
February 8, 1989
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

All Zenith Data Systems products and
services are available at the ElCorral
Bookstore.

For more information please contact:
Zenith Data Systems
(415)621-8555

“ He’d show me how and I’d
take his records away from him,”
she said with a laugh.
She and Rutan then formed
Voyager Inc. and started
developing plans for an airplane
that could fly for long distances.
“ Everything I’ve learned in my
life has been a stepping stone,”
she said.
Yeager had drafting experi
ence, so she did many of the
drawings for the design of the
plane.
The plane’s cockpit is large
enough for only two people. It is
about 20 inches deep, and just
wide enough for two people to lay
side by side. There are 17 tanks
for fuel.
When Voyager took o ff
December 14 on its history mak
ing flight the fuel content was
more than over three tons.
Yeager was also involved in the
fundraising and merchandising
part of the Voyager project.
Trying to find a hanger for a
plane with a 100-foot wing span
was another one of her respon
sibilities.
The six-year-long project was
recognized from the beginning as
“ a milestone — as being a first.”
Yeager said this aspect of the
Voyager flight was the driving
m o tiv atio n during all the
preparations.
She said it wasn’t all smooth
before the flight took off but,
“ from the day I said yes to the
project, I felt it would happen
deep inside.”
“ There was a magic to it,
things happened at the right
time,” she said. Money and
equipment lasted just long
enough for them to do the pro
ject, she added.

The Voyager airplane is now in
the Smithsonian
Institution.
Yeager described her feelings
as “ very proud.”
She advised women in the
aeronautics world to not be
afraid of the barriers in this
male-dominated field.
“ Find what you’re interested
in, don’t be afraid to try and ex
perience” the things you want to
do, she said.
“ The barriers aren’t there if
you are good. It’s the same for
men; if you are good at what you
do, they’ll respect you and give
you the opportunities,” she said.
She also presented a video and
slide show on the construction
and flight of the Voyager.
Yeager is now planning a
science museum where the
displays of technology and
science will be “ educationally fun
to learn.” She also is interested
in setting up an experimental
space colony, where people can
learn to become mission control
sF>ecialists.
Yeager’s speech was the final
event in a day-long celebration of
engineering.
More than 30 corporations
presented discussions such as
“ Landing Your First Job:
A
Hiring Manager’s Perspective of
the Interviewing Process” for
those about to graduate from
college.
Kathleen Faustini said about
60 to 70 people attended the
discussions in the morning.
Various awards were given to
women and faculty in engineer
ing.
Michelle Tanaka, the organizer
of the event, said that atten
dance has trippled since last
year.

Calendar
Tuesday
•The Central Coast Adoption
Support Group meets at 7 p.m.
at the PG&E P ro m o n to ry
located at 406 Higuera, SLO. For
more information call 481-4086.
•A panel of marketing profes
sionals will meet at II a.m. in
Arch, room 225.
•International Programs
plications are due today.

ap
For

more information
York at 756-1477.

call

Marilyn

• “ Peace Bridging with Central
America,” a lecture by Gail
Comer, coordinator of Friends of
Madrc, will begin at II a.m. in
UU, room 2I7D.
•The film “ Freckled Rice,” a
Chinese-American story, will be
shown at 7 p.m. in Bishops
Lounge.

Put your advertisement
where it will count:

MEAL TICKET
PAYMENTS ARE DUE
FEBRUARY 15, 1989
* PLEASE MAKE ALL CHECKS PAYABLE TO
CAL POLY FOUNDATION
YOU MAY BRING YOUR CHECK TO THE
FOUNDATION CASHIER OR DEPOSIT
YOUR PAYMENT IN ONE OF THE TWO
DROP BOXES NEAR THE SNAK STOP
AND THE FOUNDATION BUSINESS
OFFICE.
Changes in meal plans may be requested by
completing a meal change request form
available at the Foundation Cashier. Sorry,
but change forms cannot be accepted after'
February 15, 1989.
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Bush’s proposal on savings and loan crisis anticipated
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Bush isn’t talking publicly about his plan
ito resolve the savings and loan crisis, but
members of Congress and industry ofjficials say they have a pretty good idea of
jwhat it’s likely to include.

premiums from S&Ls and banks, to pay
the $7 billion to $9 billion in interest on
the bonds.
—An administrative reshuffling that
would include a separate apparatus to sell
off insolvent S&Ls, a recapitalized in
surance fund for healthy S&Ls and a
regulatory agency, perhaps under the con
trol of the Treasury Department.
There has been little disagreement over
borrowing the S&L cleanup money. The
much more difficult problem is figuring
out how to pay the interest on the bonds.

Bush met Saturday at Camp David,
iMd., with top advisers to go over their
Irccommendations. He plans to reveal his
lecisions before Thursday when* he
lelivers a nationally televised speech to
’ongress.
Industry officials and members of Con
gress who have spoken with the Treasury
In the first week of the president’s term.
)epartment predict the plan will feature Treasury Secretary
Nicholas
Brady
Ihese elements:
touched off a political firestorm by con
-Borrowing, in the form of bonds, of up firming leaks from Congress that the ad
|o $90 billion over the next several years. ministration was examining a suggestion
ongress’ General Accounting Office that depositors in banks and S&Ls pay a
[ccommends spending $85 billion over fee of about $2.50 for every $1,0(X) in their
accounts.
Ihree years.
—A mixture of income sources, in
Administration officials have refused to
cluding taxpayer dollars and insurance publicly disavow the controversial sug-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Dan Quayle is back
home from his first foray abroad for the Bush administration,
apparently with neither great gaffes nor startling accomplish
ments to show for his largely symbolic mission to l.atin America.
Quayle, meeting in Venezuela with world leaders at a presiden
tial inauguration, signaled Bush administration sensitivity to
Latin America and then went to El Salvador where he delivered a
stern human rights message to the U.S.-backed government.
The Latins had waited with great curiosity to size up the new
vice president while his own countrymen watched to see how he
would handle his first major assignment from President Bush.
Foreign service officials nervously hoped he would not live
down to campaign criticisms that he was not up to the job of vice
president.
By many accounts from both U.S. and foreign officials, the
diplomatic greenhorn acquitted himself well on the international
stage, even displaying a certain verve for his mission.
In Venezuela, where his job was mostly to spread goodwill,
Quayle’s affable, political style was a hit with Latin leaders who
place great store in “ personalismo," one member of the U.S. del
egation said.
“ I was skeptical but I’m impressed,” said Michael Skol, a State
Department Latin America specialist who traveled with Quayle.
After one day of meetings, Skol said, “ He’s making the right
political moves, the right body language. ... He’s not saying too
much when he shouldn’t say too much.”
In El Salvador, a harder line was called for as Quayle went be
fore some 20 military officers who lead the nation’s 56,000member armed forces. He delivered what was described by U.S.
officials as an emphatic admonition on the need for progress in
curbing human rights abuses.
Quayle took that same message to the country’s political and
business leaders, leaving a clear message that future U.S. aid will

FREE

Instead, the insurance premiums paid
by the institutions — currently 83 cents
per $1,000 for banks and $2.08 for S&Ls
— probably will be increased.
Not all legislators are rejecting the de
posit fee. “ I think you’ve got to put all
sorts of things on the table. ... That can’t
be left out,” Sen. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
the Senate’s minority whip, said on NBC’s
“ Meet the Press.”
Commercial bankers have vociferously
opposed being made to help pay for pro
blems in a competing industry. They do

not want any mingling of their insurance
fund, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.,
with the S&L fund, the Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corp.
The FDIC has had its own less publiciz
ed and less severe problems. FDIC
Chairman L. William Seidman told a
group of Illinois bankers in Washington
on Friday that the fund will report a
balance of about $14 billion for the end of
1988, down from $18.3 billion at the end of
1987. That’s flush compared to the
FSl 1C, which is broke. However, it repre
sents the first annual decline in FDIC
reserves since it began operating in 1934,
The fund paid to close or merge 217 failed
banks last year.
At $14 billion, the FDIC now
reserves representing 0.8 percent of
deposits it insures. Seidman told
bankers the ratio should be boos'ed
1.25 percent, roughly a $7 billion increase.

has
the
the
to

Kemp joins Bush Administration
despite questions of speaking fees

Quayle^s first mission
abroad largely symbolic

___________________________

gestion, but. White House aides, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said Friday
they do not expect it to be in the ad
ministration’s final package.
“ That was a non-starter and I don’t
think you’ll see that idea again,’’ Senate
Banking Committee chairman Donald
Ricgle, D-Mich., said Sunday on ABC’s
“ This Week With David Brinkley.”

WASHINGTON (AP) — Jack
Kemp blunted last-minute ethical
questions about his acceptance of
speaking fees exceeding House
limits to win unanimous Senate
confirmation as secretary of
housing and urban development.
The Senate voted unanimously
to confirm Kemp, the former
professional football player who
served 18 years as a con
gressman from Buffalo, N.Y.,
and unsuccessfully ran for the
Republican presidential nomina
tion in 1988.
The vote followed by hours the
Senate Banking. Housing and
Urban Development Committee’s

vote to recommend Kemp’s
nomination to the full Senate.
Sen, Alan Cranston, D-Calif.,
chairman of the housing and ur
ban affairs subcommittee, said
Democrats on the committee and
the committee’s staff concluded
that Kemp’s acceptance of thou
sands of dollars in speaking fees
above House limits was “ part of
a misunderstanding” and no bar
to his confirmation.
“ There was no reason to do
anything to embarrass him or to
harass him to block him ,”
Cranston said.
Kemp’s financial disclosure
reports show that in 1988 he ac-

cepted or agreed to accept
$67,350 above what House rules
allow a member of Congress to
accept in one year. The limit is 30
percent of salary, or $26,850. In
a d d itio n , Kemp a c c e p te d
honoraria
far larger than the
$2,000 per event limit.
When committee, staff raised
questions with Kemp last week,
he agreed
to return, forgo or
defer more than $67,000 in
speaking fees to bring his 1988
fees within House limits.
Congressional and
federal
ethics officials said Thursday,
however, that it was unclear
See
KKM P,
p ag e
12
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid
Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
•

•
•

W e have a data bank of over 200.000 istings of scholarships, fellow
ships. graras. and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector
fundmg.
Many scholarshipe are given to students besed on their acadenwc
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
There's money avaiable for students who iMve been rtewspaper
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders. rK>n-smokers . . . etc

• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

(800) 346-6401
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MONDAY SPECIAL
AT CREST PIZZA

I

1015 Court Street

BUY ONE PIZZA, G E T 1/2 OFF 2ND PIZZA!

SAVE UP TO $7.70!
Good Monday only, No take-out. Coupons do not apply

BANQUET FACILITIES
BIG SCREEN TV
179 SANTA ROSA
BY WILLIAMS BROS
541-2285
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"^VVTODSTOCK’S ' “
Large pizza with
one topping
and 2 free soft
drinks!

$ 8.89
1S3H0

1S3H0

541-4420

one coupon per pizza

OR

One small pizza
w ith one topping
and 2 free soft
drinks!

$ 6.14
Good Monday Only 2 / 0 6 / 8 9 1
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Energy industry worried about threat of terrorist attack
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Energy
Department is quietly advising U.S. com
panies of a growing threat of terrorist at
tack on vital domestic energy facilities
and is pressing them to fortify their
defenses, The Associated Press has
learned.
At the same time, a special interagency
task force has been created within the Na
tional Security Council to assess the vul
nerability of U.S. energy systems and
study ways of minimizing the risk of sup
ply disruptions caused by “ techno-ter
rorism.”
“ Energy-related terrorism in the United
States would be a particularly significant
threat” in a military crisis with the Soviet
Union, said an internal Energy Depart
ment report obtained by The Associated
Press.
“ However, even in the absence of a
superpower confrontation, there is the
possibility that potential Third World ad
versaries could sponsor attacks on the
energy infrastructure in the United
States,” the report said.
The report was prepared for Congress in
December 1987, but was withheld because
of its sensitive nature.
A sanitized version was released last
year.
Security concerns also are cited by
department officials who decline to
discuss the report publicly but acknowl
edge that the material it contains is still

terrorist attack at facilities handling
weapon-grade nuclear materials.
*Energy-related terrorism in the U nited States would
The measures were not applied to nu
clear power plants.
be a particularly significant threat* in a military
Edward V. Badolato, deputy assistant
crisis with the Soviet U n ion . ^However, even in the
secretary for energy emergencies, declined
to answer questions about the anti-ter
absence o f a superpower con fron tation , there is the
rorism policy. He told Congress last year,
possibility that potential Third W orld adversaries
however, that the Energy Department
could sponsor attacks on the energy infrastructure in
began passing on intelligence agency
“
threat advisories” in 1987 to key in
th e U n ite d S t a t e s .”
dustry trade organizations.
— Internal Energy Department report
Badolato is scheduled to testify Wed
nesday before the Senate Governmental
ongoing discussions between industry and Affairs Committee, which is reviewing the
valid.
Energy Department’s efforts to prepare
A caialysi for (he government’s cam government.
for
acts of sabotage or terrorism.
Other energy businesses, including the
paign, according to department officials
The Energy Department report said the
and documents, is concern about techno oil industry, have been reluctant to join
terrorism, the use of hard-to-detect plastic the program, which is part of a broader ef most vulnerable segment of the energy
explosives, hand-held missiles, electronic fort to improve the nation’s capabilities system is the electric grid that provides
surveillance gear or other sophisticated for responding to all types of energy power not only to other energy facilities
devices to carry out politically motivated emergencies, according to the sources, such as nuclear plants and fuel pipelines
but also to electronic networks such as
who spoke on condition of anonymity.
acts of sabotage.
bank
transfer systems and computers.
The report cited incidents of such ter
In a meeting with Energy Department
The report said serious power disrup
rorism in Europe and elsewhere, but of officials about the program last month, oil
ficials said there had been none in the company executives expressed concerns tions have been carried out by terrorist
about potential antitrust and conflict-of- organizations in Western Europe and
United States.
The heightened alert also reflects a fear interest problems, according to Marshall parts of Africa and South America.
“ In the past, these attacks generally
of retaliatory strikes by Libya and Iran, Nichols, executive director of the National
were
poorly designed and executed, but
countries accused by the United States of Petroleum Council.
supporting terrorism.
Meanwhile, the Nuclear Regulatory recent attacks by the same organizations
Electric power companies, considered Commission, taking its cue from the have shown a higher level of technology
the most vulnerable segment of the in Energy D ep artm en t, im posed new and better planning,” the report said.
dustry, have begun acting on the warn measures last December designed to “ This may portend more effective actions
ings, according to sources familiar with strengthen protection against possible against power systems in the future.”
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From page 11
whether part of Kemp’s remedy
— the deferral of $12,500 in ex
cess fees from 1988 to 1989 —
was permitted by House rules
and federal law.
Kemp declined to comment
Thursday on the matter, said his
spokeswoman, Mary Brunette.
On Wednesday he attributed the
problems to a misunderstanding
on his part of the limits.
Cranston said, “ There was
ambiguity in the rules that led to
uncertainty as to what one could
or could not do.”
At the federal Office of Gov
ernment Ethics, deputy director
Donald E. Campbell said staff
attorneys concluded they could
not resolve the questions over
Kemp’s fees and the House rules.
“ We couldn’t get anybody
there (at the congressional ethics
committees) that would give us

any answers,” Campbell said.
As a result, the Office of Gov
ernment Ethics said in a letter to
the Senate committee that it was
approving
Kemp’s
finances
within executive branch stan
dards only.
House rules forbid members
from deferring income from one
year to the next “ to avoid the
income limitation,” according to
the ethics manual for House
members.
John Davison, staff attorney
for the House Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct,
the ethics committee, declined to
say whether the committee or its
staff had examined the Kemp
case, saying such information
was private. He said the deferral
question would be up to the
committee, but he added, “ I
would suggest caution in making
an intentional deferral.”

QUAYLE
From page 11
be linked to the country’s suc
cess on human rights.
In Caracas, Quayle was a less
dominant figure in the company
of some 20 heads of state and
countless seasoned diplomats at
the inauguration of President
Carlos Andres Perez.
Aside from Perez, the center
stage figure was the larger-thanlife Fidel Castro of Cuba. He was
ubiquitous on television screens
and he sat not far from Quayle at
the inauguration. The two did
not speak to each other.
Quayle’s hectic schedule dur
ing two days in Caracas included

With
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per 6-pack
ALL FLAVORS
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G ood thru Feb 18

bilateral meetings with 10 heads
of state, and less formal
meetings with about the same
number.
While the former senator’s
diplomatic inexperience did not
go unnoticed, that was not nec
essarily a negative factor in these
get-acquainted sessions, accor
ding to those familiar with them.
“ The vice president left behind
some extremely positive feelings.
He was well informed but at the
same time he elicited the opi
nions of the leaders he met with
in a very sincere way,” said Otto
Reich, the U.S. ambassador to
Venezuela.

BSEEs MEET M M D a n d Learn How You
C an Becom e a Power Performer
MMD is a technologically innovative manufacturer of high
power RF and microwave amplifiers. We will be recruiting
for regular, full-time positions on campus MARCH 3,1989.
Meet our Technical Managers and learn how MMD could
be the ideal career for you.

MMD
STEPHANIE MARTIN
550 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 961-1473

50c OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per person)
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1060 Osos St.

Open Until 10 pm
7 Days a Week

MICROWAVE MODULES & DEVICES, Inc.
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Alleged insulin assault fails
ARCADIA, Calif. (AP) — A
registered nurse was charged
Friday with attempted murder
for allegedly injecting her three
children with insulin and then
sending them off to school to die.
Francis Vizier, 40, described as
despondent over a marital pro
blem, was arrested Wednesday
after her 7-year-old soon became
lethargic at school. Ft. Robert
Page said.
The child was taken to Arcadia
Methodist Hospital, where his
mother works, and revived, said
Page.
Investigators said Ms. Vizier
injected her son and her other
two children, ages 3 and II, with
insulin, which is used to treat
diabetes. None of the children is
diabetic.
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“ She was despondent over a
marital problem, and she alleged
ly injected these children with
the intent to kill them,” Page
said. “ We think she was later go
ing to lake her own life.”
The other children also were
admitted to the hospital for
observation, and later released,
said Page. The three children
were placed in the custody of
their father, Ronnie Vizier.
Ms. Vizier had worked at the
hospital for a little more than a
year in the obstetrical depart
m en t,
sa id
h o s p ita l
spokeswoman Marilyn Morrison.
Ms. Morrison also said that the
hospital is investigating whether
Ms. Vizier obtained insulin and
sy rin g e s
from
A rc a d ia
Methodist.

Goat heads
stolen from
collection
By J.W . McPhail
s ta ff Writer

Two animal heads were
stolen last week from the wall
of the Biological Sciences
Museum in Fisher Science.
Professor Aryan Roesi, who
noticed the trophies missing,
said the heads were on loan
from a private collection, and
that their value would be hard
to determine.
A third head, said Roest, had
been removed from the wall
and was left on the floor at the
time of the theft.
The heads stolen, said Roest,
were from a Mountain goat
and a Himalayan Tahr, also a
species of goat.
- —

—

—

CALL NEURO VISION

(805) 543-4118
1411 Marsh St.«Suite 104«San Luis Obispo

s ta ff Writer

A student caught with pic
tures cut from three library
books was charged with theft
Wednesday by campus police.
Daniel Gullo admitted to
police, who were acting on an
anonymous tip, that he had
taken the pages.
Johanna Brown, head of
Loan Services, said Gullo has
agreed to pay for the books
and that she will not press
charges.
“ We don’t want to get the
guy in trouble,” said Brown,
“ we just want our books
back.”
Gullo said the books he took
pictures from already had
pages missing so he didn’t
think cutting out more would
matter. He said he had no idea
he could be prosecuted for a
felony.

VALUABLE COUPON —
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Partners not needed «Have Fun «Meet New Friends
\o'

WESTERN DANCE SCHEDULE
( At I'Ot Y luf ., »«•>•: 7-H|)m.
Ini:
Adv ‘f-IOpm.
Nnw ( l.iss«*s Sl.Kl 2/7, 4/1 1, A ■>/•>
(NoL l.isvon 2/I4IAI (ir.)|)hi( Arts lOf)
St( ): Wnd., K»‘g: 7-H()ni, Ini H-'fpm,
Adv; ‘>-ll)pni.
New ( l.tsM-s Sl.irl t/l, 4/5, A 5/t
iNoCl.isson t/22l

SOCIAL DANCE SCHEDULE
(A t I’O IY : Mon., Keg: (.:tO-7:t()|)m.
Ini; 7:
tOpni, Adv: H: 10-'»: tOpni
Ni‘v\ Cl.»■.s«•s Sl.irt 2/1 1, 4/10, \ VH
At(<r,iphi( Arts |()f»iNo( l.iss on 2/20i
SLO: Sun., H«'g: 1-2|)m, Ini: 2 -tpm,
Adv l-4()ni.N«*w ( I . i n m -s SUrl 2'>, t^l,
4/‘( N >/7 lN o ( l.issoti t/2()l
(nn.ir S<iulh A Kro.uli

M EX IC O

7 N IG H TS

Acapulco from $349
Puarlo Vallarla from $349
Mazatlan from $319

BAHAM AS
Fraoport from $469

C A R N IV A L C R U IS E
6 Ft Loudordaia Combo from $689

‘AMpaekag»»
indud* mrlai»,
lodging, quad
occupancy,
Manalaft Amora
PiieadMomDaHaa.
CaMht pricaa Mom

Starts
Soon!

odtar frtraa.

W elcom e to join 2nd night!
OFF any 4-week class. 1 coupon per family

I

Brown said that in the
periodical department of the
library, materials are mutilated
“ weekly if not daily.” It’s
harder to notice damaged
books, she said, because they
are not monitored as closely.
Pictures from books such as
photography annuals, said
Brown, are taken so often that
the library has given up replac
ing them.
People who damage library
materials are rarely caught,
she said.
Earlier this year, Jerry
Hasford, an academy award
nominee for screenwriting, was
caught with hundreds of stolen
library books, more than 80 of
them belonging to Cal Poly.
Brown said all the books ex
cept for nine have been return
ed and Hasford will, pay for the
missing books. Hasford is ser
ving six months in jail for the
theft.

By J.W . McPhail

DANCE CLASSES 543-7864

im.ir Souih N Bro.,<ii

^4««no

13

Student takes photos,
agrees to pay library

Social or Western

IMPROVED COMPREHENSION
REDUCED EYE STRAIN
SUSTAINED READING

XEROX
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We'd like your
viewpoint,
you'll love ours
T he D o cu m e n t S y s te m s B u s in e s s U n it o f
X er o x C o rp o ra tio n is e n g a g e d in
the d e v e lo p e m e n t and m a r k e tin g o f in te g r a te d and a u to m a te d o f f ic e
in fo r m a tio n s y s te m s u sin g e th e r n e t a s its lo c a l area n e tw o r k . T h is
in c lu d e s w ork on s e v e r a l k in d s o f w o r k sta tio n c o m p u te r s , on n e tw o r k e d
f ile , p rin t, m a il, and c o m m u n ic a tio n s se r v e r s, as w e ll as on th e v a r io u s
la y e r s o f p r o to c o ls in n e tw o r k in g and c o m m u n ic a t io n s .
If y o u are lo o k in g fo r an e n v ir o n m e n t w h ere y o u r v ie w p o in t w ill sh a p e
the future o f
d o c u m e n t and in fo r m a tio n p r o c e s s in g , then w e w o u ld lik e to
talk w ith y o u . On M o n d a y , F ebruary 6 th , se v e r a l
m em b e rs o f ou r tea m w ill
be on ca m p u s for the C areer S y m p o siu m to sp ea k to y o u d ir e c tly a b o u t th e
o p p o r tu n itie s a v a ila b le fo r C o m p u te r S c ie n c e g r a d u a te s in th e s o f tw a r e
a rea s o f w o r k sta tio n su p p o r t, o p e r a tin g s y s t e m s , c o m p ile r s an d
d e b u g g e r s. X e r o x D e v e lo p m e n t E n v ir o n m e n t T o o ls , and a v a r ie ty o f
n e tw o r k s e r v e r s ( e . g . ,
f ilin g , p r in tin g , m a ilin g , in te r - n e tw o r k r o u t in g ,
c o m m u n ic a t io n s , te r m in a l su p p o r t and n e tw o r k p r o t o c o ls ) .

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT OUR SUNNYVALE and EL SEGUNDO SITES

1-800 P A S S A G E

M
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machine resolution in May 1987,
which passed by one vote, but
was later vetoed by then-ASl
President Kevin Swanson. An
attempted senate override of the
veto failed.
Instead a resolution to pro
mote awareness of AIDS and
sexually transmitted diseases
was passed.
Swanson maintained that con
dom vending machines would
“ have a real capacity to serve as
an advertisement for sex,” and
that “ education is the only real
solution for the epidemic.” He
cited condom failure rates and
said he was not “ convinced (that)
increased availability would ade-

CONDOMS
F ro m pane 1

leges, Santa Barbara City Col
lege and Cuesta College, do not
have
co n d o m
d isp e n sin g
machines on their campuses.
Cuesta offers condoms through
its health center, and SBCC stu
dents are trying to pass a ven
ding machine resolution.
So how docs Cal Poly measure
up?
Cal Poly does not have condom
vending machines. They are only
available at the Health Center —
15 for a dollar. The Student
Senate voted on a vending

senator from the School of
Engineering when the condom
issue was defeated two years
ago.
Lebens said the resolution was
“ not well researched” by the
senate. He confirmed rumors
that because of infighting among
the senate members, students’
interests in the matter were not
taken into consideration ade
quately.
Lebens voted for both the reso
lution and the override. He said
he felt, and still feels that health
issues, especially in light of the
AIDS epidemic, are more impor
tant than moral objections.

O f the 19 C alifornia
State Universities,
eight currently have
installed condom ven
ding m achines, in
cluding the cam puses
o f Fullerton, H ayw ard,
Long Beach and San
Franciso.
quately m otivate the p ro 
miscuous to use condoms.”
Tom Lebens, current ASI
president, was the student

“ People have to fall back on
their own morals and make their
own decisions,” Lebens said.
However, “ (the presence oO con
dom vending machines probably
won’t change their morals.”
Since the failed override, the
issue has not been revived in the
Student Senate.
“ As far as ASI is concerned, if
is not an issue being discussed or
debated,” Lebens said. “ It needs
to be put back into the Student
Senate and debated again.”
Tomorrow: Cal Poly’s AIDS
Prevention Task Force tries to
revive the condom issue.

IN S TO C K

The Third Annual Campus Store

TREASURE HUNT IS ON!
It you're outside the Campus
Store you can see the prize but wear your sunglasses in
the morning. O.R.S...

MAC PLUS- $1199

Win a $11)0.(10 Certificate

WITH 12 MONTH EXTENDED WARRANTY-.$1359

Campus Store is open until 10:00pm 7 days a week

"V

i

é g ;:

APPLE EXT 3.5 DISK DRIVE-S299
AVAILABLE IN THE
COM PUTER DEPT.
756-5311

BookstDie

iH USTJ^g ‘DJ^tL'XS'PT^rSlL

CLJISSITI'E'D

fCTRM

^
f
1

NAME:
CAMPUS CLUB ASI ACCT. #:
PHONE:
A D S M U S T B E T U R N E D IN B Y T U E S D A Y , F E B
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AD RATES
S P E C IA L " H E A R T F R A M E "

*REGULAR: $1.10 PER LINE
‘ 14 P O IN T L E T T E R IN G :

uP •«>5

w o rds boldface

$ 2 .2 0 P E R L I N E

O n l y $5

•24 P O IN T :S4.40 PER LINE

c irc le s y m b o l of C h o lc e l

•BOLDFACE: EXTRA $1.00
X

♦
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Study claims ‘Nightline’ favors conservative white males
1 os ANGELES (AP) —
Almost all the guests on ABC’s
“ Nightline” news program are
white males representing a nar
row and conservative viewpoint,
according to a study commis
sioned by a liberal media wat
chdog group.
The survey of nearly 2,500
guests
on
more than 850
“ Nightline” episodes also con
cluded that the interview pro
gram largely ignores organized
labor, consum er and
en
vironmental advocates, peace ac
tivists, the working class and
Americans who oppose the na
tion’s foreign policy.
The show’s host, Ted Koppel,
and executive producer criticized
the study.
Taken together, the findings
challenge “ Nightline’s” strong
reputation for impartiality, said
Jeff Cohen, executive director of
Kairness & Accuracy in Repor
ting, the watchdog organization
that commissioned the study.
“ When you see the same pat
tern week after week, it becomes
a political bias,” Cohen said of
l a ir ’s “ Nightline” analysis.
“ The show sees itself as very

Koppel, producer criticize liberal media watchdog report
much locked in with what the
state does, what the government
does,” Cohen said. “ (But) na
tional coverage is much more
than what the White House or
even Congress did today.”
The winner of two dozen Emmys and every major award in
b ro a d c a s t
jo u rn a lis m ,
“ Nightline” is perceived na
tionally as one of television’s
most influential news programs.
It is seen by more than 5 million
viewers nightly.
K oppel,
the
host
of
“ Nightline” for all of its nine
years, criticized both the report’s
methodology and pronounce
ments.
“ I think PAIR makes a great
mistake...(when it concludes) that
simply by looking at a guest list,
you know what the substance of
that program was,” Koppel said
in a telephone interview after
reading an advance copy of the
report, which was officially
scheduled for release Monday.
“ And never is it suggested
that I might ask (the guests) a

tough question once in a while.
Never is it even suggested that if
you want to critique U.S. foreign
policy, you don’t bring on the
opponents of U.S. foreign policy
and let them speak their minds.
“ What you do is bring on the
architects of U.S. foreign policy
and hold them to account, which
is what we try to do on this
broadcast,” Koppel said.
Nevertheless, “ Nightline” ex
ecutive producer Richard Kaplan
said that although he had “ major
problems” with the study, it
“ highlights a couple of areas that
I think we can work on ... and it
sensitizes us again ... to broad
ening the scope of guests.”
Kaplan said he had given
copies of the report to his staff.
In examining 40 months of
"N ightline”
episodes
from
January 1985 to April 1988,
Boston
College
sociologists
William Hoynes and David
Croteau found that 89 percent of
the program’s total U.S. guests
were male and that 92 percent of
them were white.

The show’s most frequent
guests, according to the study,
are all conservative leaders:
former Secretaries of State
Henry Kissinger and Alexander
Haig (14 appearances each),
former Secretary of State for
Latin American Affairs Elliott
Abrams and television evangelist
Jerry Falwell (12 appearances
each).
The study, which did not
analyze “ Nightline’s” pre-taped
news summaries, also said that
representatives of liberal civic or
public interest groups were often
overlooked, and that stories on
economic, class, racial, gender
and cultural issues received con
sistent short shrift.
“ Plainly staled, ‘Nightline’
presents a picture of the world
which is startlingly similar to
that presented by the U.S. gov
ernment,” the study concludes.
“ ‘Nightline’s’ world view is one
in which terrorism is rampant,
with U.S. citizens as targets for
no apparent reason; where the
U.S. is under siege from without;

B R A C E L E T found in English Bldg
last week Now turned in to
Lost 4 Fo u n d ___________________

M A C IN T O S H 512 E N H A N C E D
M U S T S E LL C A LL DAV E 544-5615

VVkLKMAN F O U N D Jan IS aTthe
P E A C E C O R P S U U Table
call and describe 756-5017

U N IV E G A 1 2 -S P È E D $75 O L Y M P U S
P O C K E T 35-MM C A M E R A $35 S T E W
541-4596 _______
_ _
_

where the Third World only ex
ists when there is a crisis or
when the U.S. government deems
it worthy of attention.”
While FAIR’S analysis praised
“ Nightline’s” coverage of South
Africa and the Middle East,
Cohen said the show only pre
tends to offer divergent views on
world events.
“ If you have a Republican
hawk on the show with a Demo
cratic hawk and they disagree
over a few fine points, then they
can present this and say, ‘Look,
we presented a spectrum of
views.’ But it’s ultimately a false
spectrum,” Cohen said.
“ Nighiline’s” Kaplan said the
show never has purported to
cover all points of view. “ They
just don’t understand that we
are not the (opinion) page of a
newspaper. We are news. We
cover what’s in the news.”
Said Koppel: “ We are accused
of putting on the establishment.
Yes, we are guilty. That is what
we do. In point of fact, it is our
function, we believe, to try to gel
the opinions of those who actual
ly make the decisions, form the
p o lic y ,
and
lead
the
government.”

Classified
...AMA...

D o n i miss the M A R K E T IN G PANEL
-Tues Arch 225 al 11am
All C le o m e !

‘MOTORCYCLISTS*
Penguin Motorcycle Club
meets tonight 8pm Fischer 287
'SAM* Business Seminar
Schedule of events for today
AccountMig Par>el-11 00 U U R M 2 1 9
Finance Pane-12 00 U U R M 2 1 9
Cocktail Reception -Madonna Inn
5 30-7 30 pm. All students
and faculty members welcome.

AC & R CLUB

M TG W E D (2/8) 6PM B L D G 12 R M 110
S P K R -G U R R IE S a O K A M O T O -M E
R E F R E S H M E N T S -E T A U V E W E L C O M E

ACCOUNTING CLUB
M EETM G

T U E 8 A T 11:00 RM 02-214
AIAA film X P L A N E S see the best of
wings to come Mon 2À5 7pm 52-A12

~ ^ A ELECTIONS
Elect Currerit VP Prof Relations
Marti Stupeck for P R E S ID E N T
of FM A Feb 9 11 00
Graphic Arts 106
L E S B IA N S 4 BI S E X U A L S
U N ITE D (new name) meeting every
Tues F O B 24B 7pm Hotlme ^ - 8 1 4 8

gays

HEY SKI CLUB!

Meeting W M the 8th.torn Set B -5
O ffiM nominations.'kslluride
Wbekend tnp.Pofy Royal.Powder
Parly.and a wfx)le heckofalot more

NUTRITION CLUB
Meetir^g Wbd Feb 8 7pm
New Ag S o 104
Into on upcoming events
Guest Speaker
You Better Be Theref

KCPR phon#-o-r»m « clue #1
our gum in the alley"
It's your chance to win big.
Tune into 91.3 for detailel
HE WHO 18 MEEK DOE8 NOT LEAD.
APPLY FOR MEMBER8H8>-UU BOARD
OF D IR E C T O R ^ E E JOAN IN UU202
Interested in working with senior
cibzens? Adopt-a-grandparent*
Contact Student Community Service
or call Sam at 543-2891 It's fun!

KNOW WHAT?

The 1st SKI C L U B bos to TE L LU R ID E
IS full Wb c a n i take a 2nd bus
unless it fills up TH IS W E E K ' So
get your money in N O W !! Ski Club
table-UU 10-2 M -F

M ustang D aily
C lassifieds

H A S A C O N V E N IE N T D R O P BO X
L O C A T E D AT T H E U U IN FO D E S K
Ti-IE A D S WILL B E P IC K E D U P E A C H
DAY A T 10AM
SIG M A N U V A LE N TIN ES R O S E S A LE
Send your favorite honey
a rose anywhere in the U .S
for only $5 00
U .U Plaza Feb 3-10 10am-2pm

S U N G L A S S E S ' and an outstar>ding deal'
Ray-Ban, O a k l^ , Vuarnet. Suncloud,
Revo's. Bucci. Gargoyles. Frogskins.
Maui-Jims. Hobie. and Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10**e off
the 1013 with a Cal Poly ID Super
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T shirts too The Sea Barn Avila Beach
_
Want A chance to

PROVE YOUR
LOVE?

M ONDAY, F E B R U A R Y 6, 1989

DO YOU WANNA DANCE7I
C A L L K C P R AT 544-4640 A N D
W E LL B R W G T H E P A R TY M ACHINE
TO YOU!

CH ECK O U T THE KCPR B O O TH
IN T H E U U S T A R TIN G T H U R S D A Y

'79 S U Z U K I G S42S W IT H H E LM E T,
G L O V E S A N D H A N D B (X )K $350
543-9178
PAPER C H A S E W O R D P R O C E S S V ^G
C A L L K A R E N AT 544-2692

ALP H A C R IS IS P R E G N A N C Y C E N T E R
24-HR L IF E L rJE 541-3367
FR EE P R EG N AN C Y T E S T
"A F R IE N D F O R L IF E "
C A R E E R PLA N N IN G W O R K S H O P S
F E B 14TH, 21 ST. 2 8 TH 3-5PM
JE S P E R S E N HALL 756-2511
“ Must Attend all three sessions**

Elisabeth Antotnette
Ibresa Neater
•finally stopped by to see me
It was wonderful to see you
Let's make a habit of this
J L L D E H A U N T O D A Y IS Y O U R DAY
S W E E T T W E N T Y T O Y O U Debbre
ROBYN ~
I LO V E Y O U , D4M D
T E S T P R EP A R A TIO N S E mI n AR
T U E S D A Y F E B R U A R Y 7 TH 11AM-12PM
C H A S E HALL R O O M 104 756-1256
TO P EK A
Wants to play at your party
Call Mike K 5 44-1736

PHI KAPPA PSI
S w eethear t R ush

Tuesday Feb 7, W 4 Cheese 8O 0pm Sem<
Formal Thursday Fab.9. Thursday Night Live
8 00pm Friday Feb tO. T O 3 0 0 (Invite Only)
Any Questions call Brad 543-9652

ROSS DOYLE
O F KAPPA S IG M A
Y O U R E S IM P LY AMAZ94G
K E E P IT U P Y B B

SIGMA K PSI'S- G E T 'PStCHEDI'
FWEEK IS FM ALLY HEREI G E T
mSPIRED-YOU ARE O U TTA PSIQHT'f
Wayn.Flint.Dave.andDan.our ArP
dates' Thanks (or a great time
at the formal' Luv your EK dates
Kathleen.Hannah.Nancy and Chrissy

C A L P O L Y B A D M IN TO N T O U R N E Y
Feb9 at 6pm signups in Rec Sports
by Feb8 at 4pm Join the Fun!
S M A S H T H E BIRDIE
Sign up lor the Rec Sports
B A D M IN TO N Tourn this Thurs the
9th 6pm at the Cal Poly Mott G ym
Beg Int 4 Adv Singles 4 Doubles
Sign up at Rec Sports or call
7 M -1 3 6 6 Deadline 18 Wad 8

The WOZ in SLO
Yes.the founder of Apple Computer
will be speaking at the Banquet
for Engineering Wbek • Feb 24
Tickets are only 8 ddlars for
students and (acuity and may be
purchased at the deans office
upstairs in Bldg 13

JA M A IC A TH IS SPR94G B R E A K ' Last
minute Sign Ups due by Feb 7
Now or never U U Travel Center

Business
D ire c to ry

W IN D S U R FIN G SA~ILS-used~3 times
Gaastra 4 Windsurfing Hawaii
5 2-6 5-7 5 $175-225 or bestoffer
Call Heather 541-2409

^ t r a l Coast Schools 461-4222
^eal Estate Licensir>g

Computer Training 481^222
84 Pontiac Fiero A C P W PM Sunroof
AMFM/cass low miles new eng $5995
O B O Patty E V E N IN G S 238-1048

nibrdstarWp Slate app now reg

WHITE LION TOW M G
Student Discounts 546-8697
1 R O O M A TE N E E D E D T H R U S C H O O L
Y R T G A R A G E .W k S H E R A D R Y E R .H O T T U B

D O U G L A S R A N C H C A M P S hiring
Counseiors/instructors for summer
in Carmel Valley 2/10 See Place
ment Center

F U R N W /O E S K 4 B E D 3M F R O C A M P U S
250S/B O C A L L 543-2204 M ARK

l> Y O U ARE~ W T E ”r E S T E D 1 n 1b€ C O M IN G
A R E S O E N T A D V IS O R W O N E O F T H E
C A L P O L Y R E S O E N C E H A L LS . JO W U S
AT O N E O F T H E F O L L O W W G W F O R M A T IO N S E S S IO N S
Fe b ru a ry 6 7 p m SequoiaHaN9 p m Voaermte
HaN
February 7 7 p m Muir HaN 9 p m Santa
Luoa Hall
February 8 7 p m Fremont Hall 9 p m Sierra
Madre Hall
February 9 7 p m Tenaya Hall 9 p m Trmity
Hall
February t3 7 p m Yosemite HaN 9 p m
Sequoia HaN
February 14 Happy V aier’me's Day
February 1 5 7 p m . Trm ityH aH 9p m Fremont
HaN
*
February 16 7 p m Sierra Madre HaN 9 p m
Muir HaH
L A S T C H A N C E S E S S IO N
Tuesday. February 28 7 p m Yosemde HaH
IF YCXt W O U L D LIKE M O R E ^ F O R M A T IO N .
CALL TH E R E S O E N T S T U D E N T D EV ELO P M E N T O F F IC E AT 756-3396____________
Optometrist Looking tor frame Sty
list Win tram you for this rewa
rding but derrrandmgCareer positio
n Must love people.be consetentio
us and enthusiastic for this fuN
time position Send Resume to Box
6040.LOS O sos 93412 Thanks

Female Roommate wanted Spr$220
Share Room Close 2Poty 549-0565
M/F roommate needed A S A P $295
(180ea-share) M/F 549-9931
Male roommate needed-Spr Otr
share rm 205/rTX) near Poly
544-8294 ask lor David D
O N E B E D R (X > M O N T W O B E D R O O M
C O N D O W/0 M IC R O .Y A R D A LL
U T I I T I E S P D $250/MO »MAIL
N O W 549-0504
R O O M F O R R E N T M L A G U N A LA K E
Momh to month lease $2S0/nronth 4
t/4uM wash/dry CaH 549-0281
ROOM FOR R EN T
female roomrrrate needed to
kve w/ three easy gomg.fun
girts $285 00/lease P o d .
iaurrdry.own room CaH Shirley
549-0806

Special awards. Trophies, plaques

HELIUM B A L L O N PKOS. 5 ^ 3 1 0 3
50 Balloons 4 U p rental irxH

MK SPOT ^ ^ E N PRM TM G 543-7991
T-Shirts for clubs/special events

CatHomia style CHEESECAKE
IS for sale by the skee m the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla.Chocdate Cherry.Amaretto

THE BODY FIRM Personakzed
weight-loss programs 546-8278

WE NEED ROOMMATES
543-4950

ELECTROLYSIS 544-3396 Glenda
for permar>erit hair removal

F U R N IS H E D 3 BD M A P T 10 O R 12
MO N T H L E A S E 543-1452_____________

T E L E O U IZ P R O M O T IO N 12 IM M E D IA TE
P S ITIO N S $5 00 HR (S A L A R Y 4 B O N U S )
S T U D E N T S W E L C O M E A P P L Y 475 M A R SH

Large 2BDM I B T H D U P L E X $540/M0
AVAIL Yesterday Call 544-0257

S T ,40 A F T E R 9AM (M O T O W N M O T E L )
N O PH O N E C A L L S P L E A S E _______________

N E E D 1 FM RM M A TE T O S H A R E RM
SP R IN G O T R or A S A P Close to
Cal P d y , $192/mo G IV E U S A
C A U . A T 541-9485 ___________

Wbuld you like to work with kids
In the High Sierras this summer
Write Bob Stem 4(X)9 Sheridan Ct
Auburn. C a 95603 (916) 823-9260

RESUMES,QRAPHrcS,LA8ER PRMTS
DreamScape Does IT! 541-6234

BOB'S TV 543-2946 FREE EST.
S State T V .V C R .S T E R E O exp 1/31/89

Our S T U D IO S are next to Cal P d y
quiet.fully furnished including
microwaves. ar>d reasonably priced
at $390/mo They're filling fast
so can for more info 543-4950
A C A D E M IC W O R D P R O C E S S IN G $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214

Apple IIC-Monitor and stand
included-Wbn in Contest Never
used' Only $700 466-9154 or X2982

6 n ^ ~ s o f f ic e s u p p l y
Typing $1 50 per page 773-5851
c

B U Y Y O U R S W E E T IE A RING '
Black Hills gold -very popular
style $80-paid 136 I need the
cash Call Heather 541-2409

A A A 'B E S T P R IC E D C O N D O S 4 H O M E S
L IS T E D F R E E IN F O R M A TIO N P A C K E T
AVAILABLE O N C A M P U S C A L L
M A R G U E R IT E C E N T U R Y 21 541-3432

Canon T -7 0 35mm for sale Exceint
Cond Negotiable price 541-9107

B U Y IN G A H O U S E O R C O N D O ? For a
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses 4 corxtos for sale
m S L O C A U Steve Nelaon 543-8370
and leave message Farrell Smyth.Inc

B M PCjr
w/printer and software
$425 call Penny 541-2737

DO N 'T WORRY B E HAPPYILet me d o y o u r
typ in g O n cam pus P U 4 D e l. 481-6976
F A S T S E R V IC E -E X P T Y P I S T $1 50/pg~
SR P R O J E C T S 4 M O R E 541-0168 Chris

R4R WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(R ona) Servifw Cal Poly for 14yrs
L A S E R PRINTER/studt. rates/by appt

RESUMES, Senior Pro)ecta i Morel
Laser Printer • Laura-549-8966

IL wOFT
SALE
i
I IFOR
W r i O M L .
l

Ideal for dorms.easy to assemble
very sturdy $35 541-9584

BORAH'S AWARDS 543-6514

WHY PAY RENT?

2Bed
Io fenced
2Bed 11Bath
Bath SSLLO
O cotk
corxk>
fenced varc
yard
10% down $700/mo includes taxes.
fees4 ins 1239 Southwood 541-0910

ROBM T O TH E RESCUE! 543-1666
Typing/WP'> O ur Name Says it All!

SR. PR O JECTS ft MASTERS THESES
Linda Black 466-0687/541-3883.
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TRANSFER
From paK^ 1
education requirements and have
six or fewer quarters left until
graduation.
And as of last week, only
transfers with fewer than 36
units or three quarters left until
graduation would be considered
for admission.
Mandeville knew she did not
meet the departmental stan
dards. Her cumulative GPA was
2.56, she said, and she is taking
her final general education class
this quarter.
“ I was asking for special con
sideration,” she said.
She considered her case special
because she has fewer than three
quarters left until graduation.
Ryan termed Mandeville a
"synthetic major.” She followed
the psychology and human
development curriculum though
she was officially enrolled in the
social sciences department.
Busselen also considered
Mandcville’s case to be special.
“ If there’s space available, and
you’re willing to let them into
your classes,” he said of the
faculty, "why shouldn’t I ... let
them into the department?”
He did not believe Mandeville’s
GPA compromised the depart
ment’s standards, he said,
because she was well within the
school’s 2.0 standard.
” 1 have not created a new level
of admissibility,” Busselen said.
" I t’s always been there.”
Mandeville said she thought if
she had been a transfer from
another college, she would only
need a 2.0 to be eligible for ad
missions into the department.
Only transfers within the uni
versity must meet the 3.0 stan
dard, she added.
When Mandeville first peti
tioned to change her major one-

*rve been predicting
this for the iast 15
years. It*s a matter o f
the right person at the
right time puliing the
trigger/

— Charles Andrews
and-a-half years ago, Ryan said
she
suggested
M andeville
withdraw from Cal Poly and
transfer to Cuesta College to
complete her general education
requirements and improve her
grades to better her chances of
acceptance into the department.
But Mandeville remembered
the meeting differently. She said
Ryan told her to complete her
general education, but she was
not informed of the 3.0 GPA
standard until last summer. That
was when she was told she would
not be allowed into the depart
ment.
“ I never got a definite ‘No’
(before then),” Mandeville said.
“ I should have got a definite ‘No’
sooner.”
But she continued to take
ps yc hol ogy
a nd
h u ma n
development classes.
“ I did what everyone told me
to d o ,” she said of her
classmates. “ I kept taking
classes, i thought eventually I’d
get in (the department).”
And when appeals to Ryan,
other faculty members and
Busselen's secretary, who said
Busselen was not seeing transfer
students, did not work, she said
she allowed her father to call the
dean on her behalf.
She did not know exactly what
her father told the dean, she said.

but afterwards, she was able to
plead her case to Busselen.
She is scheduled to sign a con
tract with Busselen on Feb. 10
that states she will complete her
degree within three quarters or
be dismissed from the university.
Busselen said these contracts
are the only way transfers are
admitted into the department.
They are designed to prevent
what he called “ Cal Poly’s fiveyear plan.”
P s y c h o l o g y and
h u ma n
development majors often take
longer than four years to earn
their degrees, Busselen said. On
ly 18 percent of the students
graduate each year, instead of
the expected 25 percent. That is
one reason, he added, why the
department is overcrowded.
“ That particular department
has a low rate of completion,” he
said.
Mandeville’s p>etition to enter
ps yc hol ogy
and
h u ma n
development was one of three
Busselen considered this quarter.
He said he approved two similar
transfer requests on a contract
basis. Both students had a GPA
above 2.5 but below 3.0 and were
within three quarters of gradua
tion.
Busselen said he receives six or
seven requests every quarter
from students seeking a transfer
into the psychology and human
development department.
“ I have another note here from
a student who says he is within
three quarters of graduating,” he
said. “ He’s from the physics
department.”
One way to prevent these
cases, Busselen said, is to
restrict 400-level classes to ma
jors only. Only four classes are
now limited.

But
f a c ul t y
me mb e r s
adamantly opposed Busselen
when he suggested restricting
the classes.
Ryan said requiring students
to take electives and then
restricting classes to majors only
made no sense.
‘‘To restrict courses is
counterproductive,” she said. “ It
defeats the purpose of higher
education.”
Ryan and Busselen agreed,
however, that cases such as

‘I think w e’ve seen the
last threat o f a law suit.
The next student w ho
opts for that action
will probably find
him self expending a
b u n d le.’

— Charles Andrews
Mandeville’s would be fewer if
departments monitored their
students more carefully.
Busselen said Mandeville could
have been dismissed from the
university for not taking classes
in her stated major.
Warren DeLey, head of the
social sciences department in
which Mandeville is officially
enrolled, said Friday that his
department does monitor stu
dents’ progress.
“ We do periodic checks,” he
said. “ I can’t say how recently
they’ve done it. It’s unusual for a
student (such as Mandeville) to
go undetected that long.”
DeLey said he was unaware of
Mandeville’s transfer request.

DeLey, Ryan, Busselen and
Mandeville agreed that some
thing must be done to prevent
other students from falling
through administrative cracks.
“ 1 think they all know there’s a
problem,” Mandeville said. “ It
looks like we’re getting around
the system. Maybe we are.”
“ I wouldn’t want anyone to
have to be where I was,” she ad
ded.
Ryan said the psychology and
human development faculty will
be meeting with Busselen Tues
day.
But the transfer issue may
soon come before the Academic
Senate.
Charles Andrews, chair of the
senate, was particularly concern
ed that a lawsuit threat may
have precipitated Mandeville’s
admission.
“ It has a potential impact on
all campuses that are impacted
(overcrowded),” he said Thurs
day. “ If one party is successful,
it potentially affects all cam
puses.”
He was not, however, surprised
to hear about the Mandeville
controversy.
“ I’ve been predicting this for
the last IS years,” he said. “ It’s
a matter of the right person at
the right time pulling the trig
ger.”
Though
apprised
of
Mandeville’s case by concerned
faculty members, Andrews said
he did not know what legal ad
vice, if any, had been given to
either Mandeville or the univer
sity.
But “ I think we’ve seen the
last threat of a lawsuit,” he said.
“ The next student who opts for
that action will probably find
himself expending a bundle.”

San Jose to pay back half of a $750,000 ^gift’ by Wozniak
SAN JOSE (AP) — Computer
guru Steve Wo/niak came to the
rescue of the Center for Perform
ing Arts two years ago with a
ballyhoocd $750,000 “ gift” that
made possible a lavish produc
tion of the ballet “ Romeo and
Juliet.”
A secret part of that offer,
though, was that half the money
would someday be returned to
Wo/niak, says Mayor Tom

McFnery.
So, living up to his promise
and
“ moral
obl i gat i on, ’’
McEnery wants the city to pay
$375,000 out of its general fund
to Wo/niak, who says he never
really expected to get any money
back.
When McEnery told the City
Council about the deal on Thurs
day, some members said they
were disturbed, even appalled by

it. The head of the police union
blasted the arrangement, saying
the money should go toward
putting more cops on the street.
Nevertheless, the council
agreed to return the $375,0(X)
when one member suggested
Wo/niak probably will funnel the
money back to the city through
other donations.
“ NobiKly’s ever done such an
ethical thing in my presence.”

Closest Housing To Poly
Independent Living
I Mustang Drive

543-4950

said Wozniak, co-founder of Ap
ple Computer Inc., who has
donated millions of dollars to
other local projects. “ I will try to
direct it to ^ n Jose activities
because it is a prior gift ... maybe
something like the YMCA. I
haven’t had time to think about
it yet.”
McEnery apologized to the
council “ if I didn’t make it
perfectly clear at the lime that
pan of the money was to be a
loan. That was distinctly what it
was lobe.”
At the lime, McEnery and
Councilwoman Shirley Lewis met
with Wozniak, who was ihen on
Ihe board of directors of ihc San

Jose-Cleveland Ballet.
They say Wozniak offered to
give the money if the city would
pay back half of it someday.
Wozniak said Thursday he of
fered to pay for improvements to
the stage, including an acoustical
shell, but when he learned what
the cost would be “ it was a little
more than I had budgeted men
tally. I said I’d feel better if ihe>
were ever able to pay me back
half of it.”
McEnery said the city can now
afford to pay Wozniak back
because of increased sales tax
money and other one-time wind
falls.

